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ABSTRACT
Using the tracer gas technique to establish an accurate field measurement of the
ventilation rate in a big-box retail store requires a significant investment in terms of
labor, time, and instrumentation. Although a numerical method such as the multi-zone
model has the potential to calculate airflow characteristics across building components,
the accuracy of a calculation derived in this way depends on the quality of the model
input The present study extends the experiments in ASHRAE RP1596 to develop a quick
and accurate calibrated multi-zone ventilation model to enable further investigations into
the ventilation performance of retail stores including the mechanical airflow rate and
unintentional airflow. Specifically, this study (1) investigates air infiltration across
frequently used automatic doors and (2) establishes significant parameters that quickly
improve the accuracy of the simulation model. For the infiltration study, an airflow
element was modified based on hourly door traffic passage through automatic entrance
doors to predict physical conditions including differential pressure and direction across
frequently used automatic entrance doors. The calibration of transient differential
pressure across automatic entrance doors was achieved using a multi-zone model to
calculate the transient airflow rate across the doors. In terms of establishing significant
parameters for the ventilation model, the study developed a calibration procedure based
on a number of measured data used in the model setting starting from the least effort to
the greatest effort. The simulation result of the SF6 concentration decay at each
calibration step was then calibrated with the field-measured data.
For the modified airflow element in the leakage area model, the frequency
fluctuation of the differential pressure across the automatic entrance doors agreed well
iii

with that reported in the field-measured data. It was found that the automatic entrance
doors constituted the main path of the unintentional airflow, which comprised 76–92% of
the infiltration throughout the entire building. The greatest improvement in terms of
model accuracy with the time-effective method was effected by more accurately
measuring the outdoor air fraction measured from the rooftop units. The model
uncertainties were improved by 42–119% over the uncertainties of the base case model,
and the estimated total effort for this task was 3–15 hours depending on the number of
rooftop units subjected to monitoring. Then the corrected airflow characteristics across
the automatic entrance doors further improved the model accuracy by 29–56% but only
in the building with infiltration at the automatic doors. The proposed calibration
procedure including the recommended significant input parameters can reduce
uncertainties in the simulation models. However, it is also necessary to improve on
previous models by using high accurate sensors and measurement techniques to in turn
obtain more accurate measurements of the outdoor air fraction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ventilation is a critical parameter used to analyze both indoor air quality and
energy consumption. Based on the experiments reported in the ASHRAE RP1596 project
(Siegel, 2013) through which the ventilation rates of fourteen big-box retail stores were
assessed, it is evident that assessments of this nature in the retail context require a
significant effort in terms of obtaining accurate measurements. Specifically, big-box
retail stores almost invariably have a large volumes and high ceilings. In addition,
building operations vary throughout the day and numerous rooftop units must be
monitored. Unlike other commercial buildings, retail buildings of this type have a large
airtight envelope area, but a small number of critical openings, including frequently used
automatic entrance doors, from which most of the uncontrolled ventilation arises
(Simpson, 1936; Yuill et al., 2000; Kohri, 2001). These features and the high number of
measurements required in field experiments to determine ventilation performance present
a challenge to engineers and facility managers in the context of big-box retail buildings.
As an alternative, inexpensive and expedient numerical models such as the multizone model can provide simpler ventilation assessment and time series analysis
opportunities. Unfortunately, however, certain assumptions used in these models suggest
that the simulation results they produce could be unreliable. On the other hand, semiempirical models that combine field measurements with a numerical model have recently
been used in ventilation studies of institutional buildings (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello
et al., 2007; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011). In general, the model calibrations are first
developed based on design documents, and then the model is updated with a set of

measured data at each calibration step. Existing studies (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello,
2007; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011) have shown that these calibrated semi-empirical
models have the potential to provide reliable results. The recommended parameters,
which significantly improve model accuracy, include diffuser airflow rates, which affect
the direction of the airflow between zones (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello, 2007; Sae
Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011), the outdoor airflow rate (Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011), and
the volume of the duct system (Sae Kow, 2010). Wind speed and direction affect the
ventilation rate only in zones connected to ambient conditions (Synder, 2011). The
calibration procedures and significant input parameters presented in these studies provide
good calibration results for institutional buildings; however, these recommended
parameters may not be suitable for retail buildings.
The present study extends the experiments in the ASHRAE project in order to
develop an effective calibrated multi-zone ventilation model and thus enable further
investigations into the ventilation performance of retail stores. The main goal of the
present study is to develop a calibration procedure for use with a multi-zone model to
quickly assess transient building ventilation rates in retail stores. The model calibration
comprises six combinations of three input parameters, each of which relies on two data
collection methods: design document and field-measured data. The model calibration was
developed from a base case model, and the model setting was based on the design value
or published database documents. The difficulty level was increased in the calibration
procedure when the number of measurements was added in each calibration step. The
simulation of the SF6 concentration decay in each scenario was compared with the fieldmeasured data. In addition to proposing a model calibration for the total ventilation rate,
2

the present study also proposes a reliable method to investigate air infiltration across
frequently used automatic entrance doors.
The outdoor air fraction was found to be a major contribution to the total
ventilation rate in the retail stores. The uncertainty of the models with more accurately
measuring outdoor air fraction was reduced to one-third of the uncertainty in the base
case models. In addition, in the case study of the building in which infiltration was found
at the automatic entrance doors, correcting the air infiltration at those doors further
decreased the uncertainty to half that in the models with the updated measured outdoor
air fraction. Further, it was noted that the simulated airflow rates across the automatic
doors as derived from the published leakage area model in the software library was
relatively low and that the differential pressure amplitudes did not agree well with the
values observed in the field measurements. The modified airflow element based on the
hourly door traffic passage through automatic entrance doors produced a frequency
fluctuation of differential pressures which had good agreement with the measured data.
These research results establish significant input parameters as well as calibration
procedures to accurately simulate mechanical ventilation rates and infiltration through
automatic entrance doors as the two most significant contributors to the total ventilation
rates in retail buildings. Consequently, engineers can use these models to investigate the
ventilation performance of such buildings and to develop a ventilation database based on
their performance. In addition, engineers, facility managers, and professionals in related
fields can use these models to understand the unique characteristics of mechanical
ventilation and infiltration in retail buildings that influence building energy consumption
and indoor air quality. And, the proposed calibration procedure including the
3

recommended significant input parameters designed to reduce a level of uncertainty in
the simulation models requires a more accurate measurement of the outdoor air fraction
via the use of more accurate sensors and more accurate measurement techniques than
have been used to date.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
According to the field experiments reported in ASHARE RP1596 (Siegel et al.,
2013), the ventilation rate assessments in retail stores, which have a large building
volume and variations in terms building operations, require significant effort in terms of
both time and labor. Consequently, the effort required may function to limit the number
of ventilation studies on this building stock and may also constitute a challenge for
engineers and facility managers who wish to determine the ventilation performance of
retail buildings. The purpose of the present study research is to develop a quick and
accurate calibration method to determine the ventilation rates of retail buildings. In this
chapter, the relevant field ventilation rate measurements in retail stores, the model
calibration procedure, and the application results of six evaluation statistical models
presented in ASTM D5157 as reported in the literature are reviewed. The last section
comprises a summary of the input parameters required in the multi-zone model and
addresses the limited availability of instrumentation and other resources.
2.1 Assessments of Ventilation Rates in Retail Stores
At present, the tracer gas measurement and the multi-zone model are generally
used to determine the ventilation rates of buildings. The tracer gas measurement provides
the total ventilation rate, whereas the multi-zone model provides a computation of the
ventilation rate, which includes both the airflow rate at mechanical system or infiltration
from leakage paths. It should be noted that uncertainties in the airflow calculations
produced using each of these applications have been found in spaces with poor mixing

conditions. A brief summary of the relevant literature regarding measuring ventilation
rates using the tracer gas technique and using the multi-zone airflow model as well as
field investigations of air infiltration across automatic entrance doors is presented in the
following sections.
2.1.1 Tracer Gas Measurement
The tracer gas technique is currently accepted as the most accurate method for
ventilation rate assessment. This technique is used to assess the total ventilation rate,
which includes mechanical ventilation and infiltration through leakage paths, for specific
weather conditions and building operations during the measurement period. The ASTM
Standard E741 (ASTM) (2010) provides a test method for determining the air exchange
rate as induced by certain weather conditions and mechanical ventilation in a single zone.
This standard covers three tracer gas techniques: concentration decay, constant injection,
and constant concentration. For the field application, the selection of the specific tracer
gas technique depends on measurement objectives, building conditions and operations,
and experimental limitations (Heidt and Werner, 1986; Sherman, 1990; Mcwilliams,
2002). The decay method is the simplest method, which requires less instrumentation
than the other methods do. This method is suitable for spaces with constant low to
medium air exchange rates (Heidt and Werner, 1986; Mcwilliams, 2002), whereas the
constant injection method is suitable for spaces with a high air exchange rate
(Mcwilliams, 2002). The constant concentration technique produces the most accurate
results, as it can monitor time-varying concentrations and control monitoring is required
for real-time data collection (Sherman, 1990).
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The most important assumption underlying tracer gas measurement is that the test
environment has good mixing conditions. However, in the field measurement,
unexpected circumstances might affect the uncertainties of the airflow calculation. Such
uncertainties as well as errors usually occur when the test environment has poor mixing
conditions and variable airflow rates (Axley, 1991). Sandberg (1989) reported that poor
mixing in the space is a more significant contributor to measurement uncertainties than
variable airflow rates are and that the estimated uncertainties influenced by poor mixing
range from 12 to 18%. Sherman (1990) reported that the measurement uncertainties of
the constant concentration technique depend on measurement time and control devices,
but not on changes in the airflow rate.
In the recent past, relatively few studies of the ventilation rates of retail stores have
been conducted as compared to the number of ventilation studies of residential and other
commercial buildings. Table 2.1 shows the ventilation rate measurements using tracer gas
techniques in seventeen retail stores, i.e., four grocery stores, three furniture stores, two
computer stores, one general merchandise store, and seven retail stores. The building area
ranged from 90 to 10,200 m2 (970–109,800 ft2) with building volume ranging from 1,650
to 43,860 m3 (58,270–1,548,900 ft3). The tracer gas decay method using Sulfer
Hexaflouride (SF6) as a tracer gas was performed in all the studies with the exception of
Hotchi et al. (2006) in which the Perfluorocarbon tracer (PFT) was used as the tracer gas.
During the measurement period in most of the studies, the control ventilation system was
set so that airflow rates could be measured under constant operation. Only in the study of
the three furniture stores (Chan et al., 2012) were the field measurements performed with
the tracer gas under conditions of natural ventilation.
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In most of the studies, the tracer gas was injected into an interior space and the fan
was used to create a uniform mixing condition (Chao and Chan, 2001; Bennett et al.,
2012; Chan et al 2012). In one study, gas was injected into the rooftop units and the
ventilation system was used to mix the gas (Hotichi et al., 2006). Although a fan was
used to distribute the gas through the space, poor mixing problems in regard to the
operation of the ventilation system still occurred such that a high level of uncertainty was
associated with the ventilation rate calculation. Hotichi et al. (2006) found that the poor
mixing condition in their test resulted from a nonfunctioning rooftop unit serving the
sales area and because some of the units shut down during the gas injection. Chan et al.
(2012) found that the SF6 concentration varied throughout the store because the
ventilation rate in the space was relatively low and because of poor mixing. This low
ventilation rate arose because a fan in one of the rooftop units was not functioning and
some were turned off.
A number of tracer gas sampling locations and data collection methods have been
used to investigate building ventilation rates. Hotichi et al. (2006) used sampling bags to
conduct the gas in three rooftop units, and those bags were later subjected to laboratory
analysis using an automatic tracer gas monitor. In some studies (Chao and Chan, 2001;
Chan et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2012), real-time monitoring with an infrared gas monitor
was used to conduct the gas in the retail area. Bennett et al. (2012) compared the tracer
gas concentrations collected via the sampling bag method with those collected via the
tracer gas monitor method. The methods were simultaneously carried out during the same
time period, although the locations of the sampling bags differed according to the method
used. Their results showed that when the test condition was well mixing, the difference
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between the methods in terms of the tracer gas concentrations collected was 14%. From
the literature, the number of sampling locations in the case studies ranges from three to
five locations by one sampling location serving 30–1,100 m2.
Collecting measurements using a real-time gas monitor in a large space requires
more instrumentation than collecting measurements in a small space. Consequently, the
manual injection and sampling methods might be efficient for measuring retail buildings.
In addition, sampling at as few as three to five locations in small buildings could be
sufficient to determine the space mixing condition. However, sampling at three to five
considerably more locations might not be enough to determine the mixing condition in
retail buildings. Increasing the number of gas-injection and sampling locations also
increases the labor and time involved in collecting measurements. The process of tracer
gas measurement in retail stores, including the gas injection, gas mixing, and gas
sampling methods, is described in Chapter 4.

9

Table 2.1: Ventilation Rate Assessment in Retail Stores from the Literature.
Parameters
Retail type
Area (m2)
Volume (m3)
Ventilation
No. RTU
Tracer gas
Method
Injection method/
location
Mixing method

Chan et al. (2012)
2 Grocery stores
3 Furniture stores
1,840–3,270
640–1,530
12,335–24,920
2,540–9,345
CAV
Natural ventilation
N/A
None
SF6
SF6
Decay
Decay
N/A
N/A

Hotchi et al. (2006)
1 General merchandise
10,200
43,860
CAV
23
PFT
Decay
2 per RTU

Large fan

Chao and Chan (2001)
2 Computer stores
750
1,650
CAV
N/A
SF6
Decay
Multiple locations per
sales area
Large Fan

Real-time monitor
using infrared gas
monitor

Real-time monitor
using infrared gas
monitor

Real-time monitor
using infrared gas
monitor

Sampling bags for
laboratory analysis

Number of sampling
locations per
location

3 per sales area

3 per sales area

5 per sales area

3 per RTU

Sampling location
per area
Data analysis

613–1,090

213–510

150–330

N/A

Bennett et al. (2012)
7 Retails
2 grocery stores
90–1,100
1,100–4,600
N/A
N/A
CAV
CAV
N/A
N/A
SF6
SF6
Decay
Decay
Multiple locations per
Multiple locations
sales area
per sales area
Tracer gas was
Tracer gas was
released until all zones released until all
had uniform
zones had uniform
concentration
concentration
Real-time monitor
Real-time monitor
using infrared gas
using infrared gas
monitor and sampling
monitor and
bags for laboratory
sampling bags for
analysis
laboratory analysis
1–3 locations for real1–3 locations for
time measurement and real-time
3–6 locations for
measurement and 3–
sampling bags per
6 locations for
sales area
sampling bags per
sales area
30–120
510–1,100

Large fan

Sampling method

Curve fitting to the
exponential decay in
SF6 concentrations
0.65–1.9

Curve fitting to the
exponential decay in
SF6 concentrations
0.4–2.8

Natural logarithm

Natural logarithm

Natural logarithm

Natural logarithm

0.9

0.5

N/A

N/A

1.4 –3.5

0.4–4.8

0.5

2.4

0.5–2

1.5

None

Mixing problem
because one RTU in
the sales area was not
functioning and some
units were shut down
during the gas
injection

(1) In some cases, the slope varied over time
because of the variability in the air change rate
over time. (2) The real-time monitor and
sampling bag were used in different locations
to confirm that the concentration in the space
was well mixing.

Air exchange rate
(h-1)
Ventilation rate
(L/s-m2)
Note

(1) Small store with very low ventilation has
a problem with mixing condition. {2) Small
store had mixing problem after fan was
turned off, and the SF6 concentration varied
in different parts of the store.
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Ventilation system

2.1.2 Multi-zone Model
A numerical or theoretical model uses mathematical equations developed from
conservation of mass, energy, and contaminant equations. Such models can show
ventilation performance as a time series under different environmental conditions. A
common numerical model used to determine building ventilation rates is the multi-zone
model. In fact, this model has been widely used to analyze the ventilation rate and airflow
between zones over a given time period. And, it can be used to produce a detailed
analysis of airflow and contaminants influenced by driving forces (wind, buoyancy
effect, and mechanical ventilation) and/or building operation schedules. The concept of
model calculation uses the equation of pressure resistance model, as shown in Equation
(2.1), and a conservation of mass to predict transient airflow and contaminants between
zones, as shown in Equation (2.2) (Walton and Dols, 2013):
(2.1)
where

is the airflow rate from zone j to zone i, which is a function of the pressure drop

across the flow path.

is the pressure in zone j, and
∑

where

is the pressure in zone i;

(2.2)

is the mass of air in zone i,

is the volume of zone i, and

is the air density

in zone i. Fi is the non-flow processes that could affect the changes in the amount of air in
zone i.
In the multi-zone model, the space conditions such as temperature, humidity,
concentration, and pressure in each zone are assumed to have a uniform value such that
the possibility of a momentum effect is neglected (Walton and Dols, 2013). This
assumption results in a model with a fast computational time. However, this assumption
11

can lead to simulation errors when the actual space conditions or concentrations in the
zone are not well mixing (Wang and Chen, 2007). Furthermore, the accuracy of the
multi-zone model relies on the accuracy of the boundary setting in the model (Persily and
Ivy, 2001).
To determine the ventilation rate using the multi-zone model, it is necessary to
establish the outdoor air fraction in the ventilation system and characteristics of the
leakage path in the building envelope. These two parameters can be obtained from the
field measurements or design documents. In obtaining the leakage characteristics of the
building envelope, the multi-zone model, CONTAMW, also determines the leakage
characteristics of each opening type. These leakage characteristics are derived from the
published literature, manufacturers’ data, and building-specific measurements (Persily
and Ivy, 2001). Table 2.2 provides the leakage characteristics of the kinds of doors and
walls usually found in retail buildings. From this table, only the leakage characteristics of
the wall component were derived from commercial buildings, whereas the door leakage
characteristics were mainly derived from residential buildings. The door leakage
characteristics were obtained with the doors closed during the entire test period at a test
reference pressure difference (Pr) of 4 Pa, a discharge flow coefficient of 1, and a flow
exponent of 0.65 (Walton and Dols, 2013). No leakage characteristics arising from
automatic sliding, swinging, or double doors, all of which are typical of commercial
buildings, are provided in this published leakage database. As the operation of the
automatic doors differs considerably between actual conditions and test conditions, the
application of the door leakage characteristics provided in the software library might not
be suitable for simulating the real physical characteristics across the automatic entrance
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doors. Consequently, the modified airflow element used in the model setting should be
included in the present study.
The tracer gas technique can provide the most accurate ventilation rate at specific
environmental conditions when the measurement is collected. However, this technique
requires the greatest amount of instrumentation and time. In contrast, the multi-zone
model provides ventilation performance as a time series under different environmental
conditions with less instrumentation and time. The simulation results rely on the quality
of the model input and the test environment conditions. Consequently, in the present
study, a calibrated semi-empirical model is developed in which measured data is
integrated with multi-zone modeling in order to determine a reliable ventilation rate
under varying conditions.
Table 2.2: Leakage Characteristics of Walls and Doors Provided in CONTAMW
Description
Exterior wall: retail
stores/shopping malls,
average
Door, double, weatherstripped,
best estimate
Door, sliding exterior glass
patio,
best estimate

Value

Building type

7.8 cm2/m2

Commercial

8 cm2/m2

Residential

Miscellaneous commercial
and institutional building
airtightness data
ASHRAE table of residential
leakage data

5.5 cm2/m2

Residential

ASHRAE table of residential
leakage data

Garage door, typical value

0.45 cm2/m2

Residential

Garage roof, typical value

1.8 cm2/m2

Residential

Source: Walton and Dols (2013)
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Source

Miscellaneous residential
leakage data assorted in
previous airflow modeling
studies at NIST
Miscellaneous residential
leakage data assorted in
previous airflow modeling
studies at NIST

2.1.3 Infiltration through Building Components
According to Bennett et al. (2012), automatic entrance doors make a significant
contribution to infiltration throughout an entire building. The building in which the door
was kept open had an air exchange rate 1.5–2 times greater than the rate observed for the
building in which the door was kept closed. In addition, the infiltration rates significantly
increase as the frequency with which the door is used increase (Simpson, 1936; Kohri,
2001; Yuill et al., 2000). According to the existing studies, during the peak hours of
doors were used, the infiltration rates through the automatic entrance doors varied from
5,000 to 9,000 cfm (2,737– 4,283 L/s). In addition, the air infiltration rates were found to
increase significantly as the frequency of door use increased (Simpson, 1936; Yuill et al.,
2000; Kohri, 2001).
Simpson (1936) investigated the infiltration rate through various types of
automatic entrance doors by measuring the air velocity across the doors using a smoke
puff measurement. The airflow rate across the open entrance doors that were 5 ft [1.5 m]
wide by 7 ft [2.1 m] high was calculated as 5,800 cfm [2,737 L/s]. In this study, the
airflow rate was measured when the doors were kept open instead of the airflow rate
through the actual operation of the doors. Consequently, the airflow rates calculated
across the doors kept open reported in this study might not represent the typical airflow
rate of a door as it is actually operated, i.e., with people passing through them.
Kohri (2001) used an airflow circuit network model to calculate the airflow rate
through various entrance doors based on a field measurement. This observation
investigated the relationship between the average entrance door opening ratio and the
number of people passing through the doors. At a traffic passage of 300 people per hour,
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the average airflow rate through a set of double entrance door with a vestibule was
calculated as approximately 5,300 cfm [2,501 L/s]. It was noted that the air infiltration
rate varied over time when the doors were used and that the rate increased as a function
of the number of people passing through the doors. This study proposed that the transient
airflow rate be based on calculating measured data at a specific time. Consequently, the
application of this observation is limited to general buildings as the amplitude of the
airflow rate might change when there are differences between the environmental
conditions and door usage schedules as compared with those that prevailed during the
observation.
Yuill et al. (2000) presented an airflow model that can be used to calculate the
transient airflow rate through several automatic doors found in typical retail buildings
when the number of people using a door and the differential pressure across that door is
known. In this study, the number of people using the door in relation to the door opening
area was considered. The observation was later used in a laboratory test to calculate the
discharge coefficient of various automatic entrance doors based on an orifice model. The
test calculated the discharge coefficient of the opening door and the fraction of time
during which the door was open relative to the number of people passing the door.
According to the calculation of the discharge coefficient, the study provided a simplified
calculation of the average airflow rate through the automatic entrance door by using the
multiplication of the door area, the differential pressure across the door, and the airflow
coefficient, as shown in Equation 2.3:
(2.3)
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where

is the airflow through the opening [cfm],

is the airflow coefficient [cfm/(ft2 in

H2O0.5)], which is the function of the number of people using the automatic entrance door
per hour,

is the door area [ft2], and

is the pressure difference across the door [in

H2O]. The flow coefficient (n) established from the test was 0.5 (Yuill et al., 2000).
Figure 2.1 provides a correlation between the airflow coefficient and the number of

Airflow Coefficient [cfm/(ft2(in H2O)0.5)]

people using the door per hour obtained from the experiment (Yuill et al., 2000).
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Figure 2.1: Experimental Correlations of Airflow Coefficient and People Using the
Door Per Hour for Automatic Swinging Doors with a Vestibule.
Equation (2.4) represents a calculation of the airflow coefficient (

) for a set of

double swinging doors without a vestibule, and Equation (2.5) represents the airflow
coefficient ( ) for a set of double swinging doors with a vestibule:
(2.4)
(2.5)
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is the airflow coefficient [cfm/(ft2 in H2O0.5)] and N is the number of people

where

who pass through the door per hour [h-1].
2.2 Model Calibration
Model calibration is the process whereby based on acceptable criteria model
parameters are adjusted in order to obtain results as close as possible to the results from
the field experiment. The calibration method is required for both the numerical and semiempirical models, as it confirms that the set of input parameters is acceptable for use in
further analysis. The calibration procedure, the recommended significant parameters for
ventilation rate assessment, and the model evaluation method are discussed in this
section.
2.2.1 Calibration Procedure and Recommended Significant Input Parameters
Existing research developed calibration procedures to improve model accuracy,
although most building case studies are of institutional and educational buildings. Model
calibration is usually developed based on design documents, then, at each calibration
step, the model is modified on the basis of a set of measured data including weather
conditions and building terrain (Wallace et al., 2002; Firrantello et al., 2007; Sae Kow,
2010; Synder, 2011), airflow rates in the ventilation system, which affect the airflow
direction between zones (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello, 2007; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder,
2011), and the number of leakage paths in the building envelope (Townsend et al., 2009).
A detailed summary of the model calibration procedures reported in the literature is given
next.
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Musser et al. (2001) developed a calibration method to improve the quality of the
multi-zone model. The base case model was developed based on design documents and
published leakage information. The study compared improvements in terms of model
accuracy after measurement parameters, such as the envelope leakage established via the
fan pressurized test, the measured airflow rates from mechanical ventilation systems, and
the measured ventilation rate from a tracer gas decay technique, were updated in the
model. The results showed that the airflow from mechanical ventilation significantly
improved the model quality whereas infiltration through leakage paths had a significant
impact on the ventilation rate only when the mechanical ventilation system was turned
off.
Firrantello (2007) created a calibration procedure using a multi-zone model. In his
study, the base case model was constructed based on design documents. In the first
calibration step, the measured diffuser airflow rates were updated in the model. Then, the
direction of the internal airflow and the zonal tracer gas concentration decay in several
zones were compared with those established by the field measurements. In the last step,
the terrain coefficient in the exterior leakage characteristic was adjusted in the model.
The results showed that the correction of the diffuser airflow rates significantly decreased
the model errors whereas tuning the internal leakage did not contribute much to
improving model uncertainty.
Later, Sae Kow (2010) further developed this calibration procedure on the basis
of the same building case studies as those in Firrantello’s study (2007). And, although the
measurement time period, the modeler, and the measurement team differed from those
used by Firrantello, Sae Kow reported results that were similar to Firrantello’s. The
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measurement of the airflow in mechanical ventilation significantly improved the
correction of the airflow direction. In addition, it was found that the volume of the
ventilation system such as the duct distribution system affected the decay curve of the
contaminant concentration in the test zone. Although the measured data were updated in
the model, the calibration results still had errors that might come from the uncertainty
associated with using a temperature sensor to measure the outdoor air fraction.
Townsend et al. (2009) calibrated a multi-zone airflow model with a tracer gas
measurement. The input parameters such as the airflow rate, outdoor air fraction, and
door status were set to the same operation as when the tracer gas measurement was
performed. In their study, the flow exponent and coefficient were kept constant such that
only the number of leakage areas was adjusted through trial and error. The results
provided a good agreement when this model calibration was applied in buildings with
mechanical ventilation operation. The calibration had the least agreement in buildings
with natural ventilation, as the space conditions of these were not well mixing.
Synder (2011) developed a calibration procedure based on Firrantello (2007) and
Sae Kow (2010). Instead of comparing the test zones in terms of concentration decay,
however, the Synder (2011) reduced the model complexity by grouping zones with
similar decay curves into macro-zones and then comparing these macro-zones in terms of
concentration decay with the field-measured data. Neither Firrantello (2007) nor Sae
Kow (2010) considered the effect of varying weather conditions on changes in the
concentration decay rate. However, Snyder (2011) addressed this gap by simulating the
model under varying weather conditions with different building operation schedules. The
parameters used in the model calibration included ambient temperature, wind speed, wind
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direction, leakage parameters, and diffuser airflow rate. The simulation showed that
including the diffuser airflow rate greatly improved the model uncertainty. Wind speed
and direction significantly affected the concentration decay only in zones connected to
the ambient condition. Further, tuning the flow exponent (n) and the flow coefficient (C)
in the airflow element did not significantly improve the model’s accuracy.
Table 2.3 summarizes the activities and input parameters used in the model
calibration from the existing studies (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello et al., 2007;
Townsend et al., 2009; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011). All the studies included in Table
2.3 improved model accuracy by updating the measured data in a base case model. All
the studies (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello et al., 2007b; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011)
concentrated on tuning the diffuser airflow rate in order to correct the physical internal
airflow across interior doors, with the exception of Townsend et al. (2009) who calibrated
the model by adjusting the size of the leakage area only. During the measurement, the
ventilation systems were controlled under constant operation and the measurement of the
outdoor air fraction, later used for the model input, was assumed to be accurate. Although
the measured data were updated in the model and the internal airflow direction between
zones was corrected, significant errors between the predicted and observed concentration
decay rates were relatively high. They hypothesized that the errors possibly came from
poor mixing in the test conditions or errors from the measurement of the outdoor air
fraction and the diffuser airflow rate (Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011).
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Table 2.3: Review of Input Parameters in Calibration Procedures.
Authors
Musser et al.
(2001)

Input for base case
model
 Design document
 Publish leakage
information

1.
2.
3.

Parameters in model
calibration
Measured leakage area
Measured zonal airflow
rates
Adjusted supply air flow
rate to correct zone air
exchange rate
Measured airflow rates
Adjusted leakage area,
terrain coefficient, and
flow exponent
Adjusted leakage area

Firrantello et
al. (2007b)

 Design document
 Publish leakage
information

1.
2.

Townsend et
al. (2009)
Sae Kow
(2010)

 Measured data

1.

 Design document
 Publish leakage
information

Synder (2011)

 Design document
 Publish leakage
information

1. Measured airflow rates
2. Adjusted leakage area,
terrain coefficient, and
flow exponent
1. Measured airflow
parameter (coefficient and
exponent)
2. Measured HVAC airflow
rate and air change
3. Established possible error
from measurements
(HVAC airflow, room
volume, and outdoor
airflow)

Note

Measurements
of room volume
and HVAC
airflow rates
were assumed to
be accurate.

Multiple zones
were grouped
into macrozones.

In conclusion, based on the literature, the airflow from the mechanical ventilation
systems significantly improved the model quality. For buildings operated with
mechanical ventilation, the diffuser airflow rates make a larger contribution to the model
accuracy than other parameters do whereas local terrain and weather condition have a
small effect on the quality of the model (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello et al., 2007a; Sae
Kow; 2010; Synder, 2011). However, Musser et al. (2001) and Synder (2011) determined
that local terrain and weather conditions have an effect on a building’s ventilation rate
only when the building has a leaky envelope and operates with natural ventilation.
Adjusting supply and return diffuser airflow rates influenced the changes in the direction
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of the internal airflow (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello et al., 2007a; Sae Kow, 2010). In
addition, the accuracy of the outdoor airflow rate measurement also dominates model
accuracy (Sae Kow, 2010).
Their proposed calibration procedures and recommended significant input
parameters provide good calibration results for institutional buildings. However, these
model calibration procedures including the recommended significant input parameters
might differ from the model calibration used in retail buildings, as the building
characteristics and operation schedules of retail buildings differ significantly from those
of institutional buildings. In retail buildings, air infiltration across automatic entrance
doors is a significant parameter that influences the entire building’s ventilation rate. The
model calibration in the existing studies of institutional buildings (Musser et al., 2001;
Firrantello et al., 2007a; Sae Kow, 2010) focused only on correcting the internal airflow
direction across the interior doors. And, no study to date has proposed a calibration
procedure for determining the airflow rate across automatic entrance doors.
Consequently, in addition to considering airflow direction, the present study investigates
the airflow rate across automatic entrance doors because this is a major contributor to the
building’s infiltration rate.
2.2.2 Model Evaluation Method
An evaluation of indoor air quality (IAQ) modeling can be found in ASTM D5157
(Standard Guide for Statistical Evaluation of Indoor Air Quality Models) (ASTM). The
objectives of this evaluation method are (1) to compare the performance of two or more
models for a specific situation or set of situations and (2) to assess the performance of
specific models for different situations. According to the ASTM standard, all statistical
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methods should be performed in the simulation models, as misleading conclusions could
result otherwise. Table 2.5 lists six statistical methods and satisfactory ranges as set out in
the ASTM standard. The evaluation criteria for these statistical models describe the
accuracy of model performance as excellent, good, marginal, or unsatisfactory.
Table 2.5: A List of Six Statistical Methods and Satisfactory Ranges.
Statistical variable

Satisfactory range

Correlation coefficient
Regression slope
Regression intercept
NMSE
FB
FS

0.9 or greater
0.75–1.25
25% or less average measured concentration
0.25 or lower
0.25 or lower
0.5 or lower

Source: ASTM
The existing studies (Firrantello et al., 2007; Sae Kow, 2010; Snyder, 2011;
Bahnfleth et al., 2012) compares the model evaluation using the percentage of correct
airflow directions and the ASTM quality assessment. The pattern of percentage change in
the model improvement using the percentage of correct airflow directions differs from the
pattern of those evaluated by the ASTM Standard. Their studies also present some
limitations of the ASTM D5157 standard for their calibration procedures in the complex
buildings with multiple sampling locations. Firstly, a different evaluation approach could
provide different model qualities; for example, the model quality evaluated by metrics
that satisfy the requirements of ASTM D5157 differs from the model quality evaluated
on the basis of the percentage of acceptable spaces. In addition, the ASTM D5157 does
not describe how to evaluate overall model quality when some of the metrics do not fall
into the satisfactory range. Snyder (2011) recommended using simple statistical models
such as the root mean square error or similar models for model calibration, as these
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methods may provide exact differences between the predicted and observed values for a
given set of occurrences.
2.3 Limited Availability of Measured Data
In this section, the required and optional input parameters for setting the boundary
condition in the CONTAM software are reviewed. Also addressed are factors such as
instrumentation cost, measurement environment conditions, and the labor resources and
skills necessary for certain kinds of instrumentation and measurement methods.
2.3.1 Input Parameters for the Multi-Zone Model
A significant disadvantage of the multi-zone model is that numerous input
parameters are required in the model boundary condition setting. Setting input parameters
in the multi-zone model involves two tasks, as shown in Table 2.6: determining the
physical characteristics of the building (e.g., building volume, number of leakage paths,
and leakage locations) and acquiring the input data for the model (e.g., flow rate,
contaminant concentration, local weather, and operation schedule) (Persily and Ivy,
2001). The required data can be derived or determined from the published literature, the
manufacturer’s data sheets, building control system manuals, and field measurements. To
acquire these input parameters, some methods, especially field measurements, require
significant effort (Persily and Ivy, 2001).
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Table 2.6: Input Data in CONTAMW.
Element
Airflow analysis
Levels
Zones
Airflow elements
Flow paths
Air-handling systems
Ducts
Wind pressure coefficient
Weather
Contaminant Analysis
Contaminants
Sources/sinks
Filters
Occupants
Schedule
Week and day
Occupancy

Data

Data “location”

Required or optional

Elevation
Temperature, floor area (volume)

Local
Local

Required
Required

Model parameters
Supply and return locations and airflow rates
Configuration, locations, dimensions, loss coefficients,
duct leakage, fan curves
Values based on façade and wind direction

Library
Local
Library

Required
Optional
Optional

Library

Outdoor temperature, wind speed, wind direction,
barometric pressure

Weather file

Required to consider wind
effect
Optional

Molecular weight
Model parameters
Efficiency for each contaminant
Occupancy schedule, inhalation rates, contaminant
generation rates

Local
Local
Local
Local

Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

On/off times and levels for airflow elements,
source/sinks, and filters
Location (zone) as a function of time

Library

Optional

Local

Optional

Source: Persily and Ivy (2001)
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Figure 2.2 shows a chart of the input parameters and the relevant data collection
methods. From this chart, the input parameters required by CONTAMW can be separated
into five categories: building characteristics, weather, HVAC system, leakage
characteristics, and Occupancy schedules. Each parameter requires a different method for
acquiring data; for example, the easiest and simplest method is to take data directly from
the existing design and mechanical documents, whereas on-site measurement requires
considerably more effort.

Figure 2.2: A Chart of Input Parameters for Multi-Zone Modeling and Methods for
Acquiring Data.
2.3.2 Limited Availability of Instrumentation and Measurement Methods
The measurement method is accepted as the only reliable way to determine the
actual performance of an existing building (ASHRAE, 2009). However, when
inappropriate tools or measurement methods are used, a high number of uncertainties and
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errors can be reflected in the measurement results. In the field measurement, the
instrumentation and measurement methods that can be used depend on three factors:
instrumentation cost, measurement accessibility, and human resources. The measurement
range and accuracy of the sensor are also related to the cost of the sensor. Expensive
sensors are typically more accurate than inexpensive ones. In addition, sensors capable of
monitoring multiple gases are usually more expensive than those capable of monitoring
only one gas. Figure 2.3 presents the relationship between the accuracy of sensors and
cost per unit price. Details pertaining to the CO2 sensors, including range and
manufacturer, are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between CO2 Sensor Accuracy and Sensor Cost.
Building operation policies and schedules also sometimes limit the measurement
methods that can be selected as well as the measurement accessibility. For example,
hand-held instruments with one reading point are not suitable for measuring performance
when the building is variable in terms of its operation, e.g., when it uses a VAV system,
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whereas the time-series data collection method provides better results in these
circumstances (Jeong et al., 2008). In contrast, in order to investigate the ventilation rate,
indirect measurement using hand-held and portable temperature and carbon dioxide
sensors does not interrupt the building’s occupancy schedule, whereas on-site
measurements such as the tracer gas measurement or fan pressurization may conflict with
building’s occupancy schedule. The availability of labor is a significant factor in field
measurement when it is necessary to measure numerous items of equipment. In aretail
building with a large number of rooftop units, determining the airflow requires more field
technicians than would be the case for an office building with just a few ventilation units.
In addition, tracer gas measurement also requires a relatively large number of field
technicians to manually inject the SF6 gas into and collect gas from multiple locations
within a large area. In addition, not only must there be enough the technicians to perform
the tasks, they must to have the knowledge and skills necessary to process data correctly
and to engage in effective problem solving. Numerical models such as the multi-zone
model and some measurement tools such as the tracer gas measurement rely on expert
users to efficiently and accurately gather and analyze the data.
Measurements sometimes provide unreliable data, as the sensor itself may have
physical limits in certain environmental conditions. According to some of the existing
studies (Schroeder et al., 2000; Sae Kow, 2010), the use of a mass balance of temperature
is not highly accurate in regard to calculating the outdoor air fraction. Schroeder et al.
(2000) reported that this method might not be accurate when there is a only a small
difference between the outdoor and the return air temperature. Later, Sae Kow (2010)
used this measurement technique to investigate the outdoor airflow fraction and also
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found a high level of uncertainty, i.e., ±68%. Changes in temperature or pressure
conditions might affect the reading of CO2 concentration. According to the ideal gas law,
an infrared CO2 sensor monitors high CO2 concentrations when the pressure increases at
a constant temperature. In contrast, when the temperature increases at a constant pressure,
the sensor monitors low CO2 concentrations. In a test environment where the temperature
changed by ±5C, the uncertainty of the CO2 concentration reading of the sensor was ±12
ppm. When the pressure condition changed by ±100 hPa, the average uncertainty from
the sensor reading was approximately ±100 ppm (Vaisala). Consequently, selecting
appropriate instrumentation and methods based on the research purpose and on
environmental conditions could reduce the uncertainty in the measured data.
To obtain reliable and acceptable results, the semi-empirical model requires a
sizeable number of field measurements as model input. However, adding numerous
measured data to the model input also requires a number of measurements, significant
time effort, and significant labor investment. The challenge of the present study is to
determine which parameters are appropriate when instrumentation and labor resources
are limited. Consequently, in the present study, a comparison of the semi-empirical
model with different available measured data is analyzed in order to propose a calibration
model capable of rapidly and accurately measuring the total ventilation rate of retail
buildings.
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Chapter 3
Research Agenda
The tracer gas technique is currently accepted as the most accurate method for
assessing ventilation rates in single-zone buildings. Performing the tracer gas
measurement in large single-zone buildings such as retail stores requires considerably
more time effort and instrumentation for preparation, installation, gas sampling, and data
analysis than is the case for tracer gas measurements in small zones as found in other
types of buildings. The extensive instrumentation and other resources required for the
tracer gas measurement might limit the number of ventilation rate studies of retail
buildings.
The numerical multi-zone model is generally used to analyze building ventilation
rates, which include outdoor air from mechanical ventilation and unintentional airflow.
However, the results provided from this model are not considered acceptable as their
accuracy depends on the accuracy of the model input (Persily and Ivy, 2001). To improve
model accuracy, the measured data are used as the model input. One issue relating to the
application of the multi-zone model is that the multi-zone model requires a large amount
of input information, including building information, local weather data, HVAC
information, and building operation schedules (Persily and Ivy, 2001). The number of
measured data required in the model setting means that this model incurs a high level of
measurement effort such that it is time-consuming, and labor-intensive. To date, only a
few studies (Musser et al., 2000; Firrantello et. al., 2007; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011)
have proposed a calibrated semi-empirical model for ventilation analysis, all of which
focus on institutional buildings.

The use of automatic entrance doors makes a significant contribution to the
infiltration rate of the entire building, and the infiltration rate increases as a function of
the frequency with which the automatic doors are used (Simpson, 1936; Yuill et al.,
2000; Kohri, 2001; Bennett et al., 2012). Most of the field studies (Simpson, 1936; Kohri,
2001) investigated the airflow rate through automatic doors at a specific measurement
time and operation schedule. Their results might be limited to applications in general
buildings that have operation schedules and environmental conditions that differ from the
observed conditions. Yuill et al. (2000) provided an equation for airflow that can be used
to investigate the transient airflow rate across automatic doors that are in frequent use.
This equation can calculate the airflow rate when the differential pressure and traffic
passage through automatic doors are known.
According to the literature review, researchers have yet to provide a calibration
procedure including significant parameters for ventilation rate assessment in retail
buildings. In addition, the significant parameters recommended to date might not be
appropriate for model calibration to assess ventilation rates in retail buildings.
Consequently, the present study develops a calibration procedure including recommended
significant parameters to assess the total ventilation rate including the air infiltration rate
across automatic entrance doors for retail buildings.
3.1 Research Hypothesis
The research hypothesis is that a calibrated semi-empirical model can be used to
predict transient building airflow rates in retail buildings and that the calibration
procedure for retail stores might differ from methods used for other building types.
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3.2 Research Objective
The main objective of the present study is to develop a time-effective calibration
procedure that also enables accurate simulation results by using a multi-zone model. To
achieve the research objective, the present study comprises the following for two retail
buildings that differ in regard to size and operation schedule:
1) Field measurements including mechanical ventilation rate, differential
pressure across automatic entrance doors, hourly transaction number, and
tracer gas measurement;
2) An investigation of air infiltration across the automatic entrance doors;
3) The development of a calibrated semi-empirical model and investigation of
significant parameters to quickly improve the model accuracy for the total
ventilation rate assessment.
Detailed information pertaining to the research methodology for each calibration
step and to the building case studies is presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Research Methodology
Given the issues related to the measurement effort entailed in the tracer gas
measurement in the retail stores, the purpose of the present study is to develop a quick
and accurate method based on a calibrated semi-empirical model to assess the total
ventilation rate in retail stores. The multi-zone model, CONTAMW, was selected for the
present study, as this tool has the potential to calculate airflow information across HVAC
components and building envelopes including the air infiltration rate through the
automatic entrance doors, which has been found to be a major contributor to the air
infiltration of the entire building (ASHRAE, 2009; Bennett et al., 2012).
To investigate the significant parameters for the ventilation rate assessment using
the multi-zone model, a model calibration was performed by increasing the number of
measured data in relation to the time spent on the field measurement for the model. The
calibration parameters that significantly improve model accuracy and time efficiency are
then recommended for future studies. The model calibration is performed in order to
determine both the air infiltration rate across the automatic entrance doors and the total
ventilation rate. This model calibration was applied to two retail buildings that building
operation differ regard to schedule. In the present study, the model input parameters were
conducted based on the field measurements reported in ASHRAE RP 1596 (Siegel et. al.,
2013).
Detailed information about the research activities, including the building case
studies, the field measurements, the calibration procedure, and the evaluation of model
accuracy, is discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Building Case Studies
Two retail stores from the field case studies in ASHRAE RP1596 (Siegel et al.,
2013) were selected as the building case studies for the present research. These two
buildings were selected because complete information was available for each in regard to
the measured data necessary to develop the model calibration. Building A is a one-story
general merchandise store with a retail area of 9,097m2 (97,919ft2) and a total building
volume of 66,800 m3 (2,360,000 ft3). Building B is a one-story grocery store with a retail
area of 780 m2 (8,396ft2) and a total building volume of 5,390 m3 (190,000 ft3). Building
A is located in a moderate-to-cold climate (Zone 5a), whereas Building B is located in a
hot and humid climate (Zone 2a). Building A has a retail, storage, office, and restroom
area, whereas Building B has a retail, storage and kitchen area. Sketches of the building
floor plans and opening locations are shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Building Floor Plans, Number of Ventilation Units, and Opening
Locations.
Both retail stores have package rooftop units (RTUs) installed on the roof. Each
RTU has an outdoor air intake, a return air plenum, and a relief air plenum. Building A
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has a total of 23 RTUs with a variable air volume (VAV) system. However, during the
test period, the field technicians controlled the system operation in order to supply air at a
constant volume. Building B has only 2 RTUs with a constant air volume (CAV) system.
Detailed information pertaining to the ventilation model and the design airflow rates of
each rooftop unit for Building A and Building B is presented in Appendix B. Table 4.1
summarizes the information from the building case studies including store type, location,
total floor area, retail area fraction, building volume, number of floors, HVAC system,
operating hours, experiment date, and total air change rate.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Case Studies of Buildings that Differ in Size.
Scale

Large building

Small building

Store Type

Total Floor Area (m2)

Discount retailer
Moderate-to-cold
(Zone 5a)
11,332

Grocery
Hot and humid
(Zone 2a)
1,180

Retail Area Fraction

83%

66%

66,600
1
23 RTUs

5,390
1
2 RTUs

Actual Operation

23 RTUs

2 RTUs

Design Supply Airflow (cfm)

58,000

18,800

Design Outdoor Airflow (cfm)

5,800

1,880

8:00–22:00
4/10/2012
(9:30–13:20)
0.69

7:00–23:00
8/3/2012
(9:00–12:40)
0.63

Climate Zone

3

Total Volume (m )
Number of Floors
Number of Operations
HVAC System

Operating Hours
Test Date
(Time)
Air Change Rate (h-1)

4.2 Data Collection Procedure for Field Measurements
This section describes the measurement activities, instrumentation, and
uncertainty analyses that relate to the field measurements. The measurement parameters
comprise the outdoor air fraction, the supply airflow rate, the differential pressure across
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the automatic entrance doors, the hourly transaction number, and the tracer gas decay
concentration. These measurements are based on the walk-through investigation reported
in ASHRAE RP1596.
4.2.1 Outdoor Air Fraction
A simple and acceptable method of measuring the mass balance of temperature or
CO2 concentration has often been used to determine the outdoor air fraction rate.
However, calculating the outdoor air fraction based on a mass balance of temperatures is
not highly accurate (Sae Kow, 2012). Consequently, in the present study, the outdoor air
fraction was calculated from a mass balance of CO2 concentration using Equation (4.1):
. (4.1)
where

is the outdoor air fraction [dimensionless],

at the supply air stream in RTU [ppm],
retail area [ppm], and

is the CO2 concentration

is the average CO2 concentration in the

is the outdoor CO2 concentration [ppm].

For this calculation method, it was necessary to measure the CO2 concentration at
three locations: (1) the supply air in the rooftop unit, (2) an indoor space, and (3) the
outdoor condition. Ten Telaire sensors (±50 ppm or 5% of the reading) (Telaire) were
collocated in a laboratory to test the consistency of the instrumentation, then the sensors
were calibrated with a Q-track sensor (±50 ppm or 5% of the reading) (TSI), as shown in
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Calibrated Telaire and Q-trak Sensors in the Laboratory.
The six Telaire sensors with the best calibration results were used in the field
measurements. Five sensors were used to measure the indoor CO2 concentration, and one
sensor was used to measure the ambient CO2 concentration. The measurement locations
of the CO2 sensors were separated into five zones as shown in Figure 4.3, and the CO2
sensors were installed in the retail areas at a height of approximately 0.8 m. (2.6 ft.) to
prevent obtaining a high error reading due to direct exposure to customers, as shown in
Figure 4.4. The average of the indoor CO2 concentration in the five locations was then
used to calculate the outdoor air fraction in the rooftop unit. The field technician
collected the indoor and ambient CO2 concentrations every five minutes over a five-day
period.
In each rooftop unit, Q-trak or Telaire sensors were installed at the supply airflow
stream to measure the mixing CO2 concentration. During the monitoring period, the doors
of the rooftop unit were kept tightly shut. In Building A, it was impossible to install the
CO2 sensors in all twenty-three rooftop units, as insufficient CO2 sensors were available.
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Consequently, a Q-trak sensor was used, and the CO2 monitoring in each rooftop unit in
Building A took approximately total five minutes. In Building B, which has only two
rooftop units, a Telaire sensor was installed in each rooftop unit, which measured data
every minute over the five day period, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.3: Locations of the CO2 Sensors Installed in the Retail Area.

CO2 sensor

Figure 4.4: Level of the CO2 Sensor Installed in the Retail Area.
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Figure 4.5: Measuring the CO2 Concentration at the Supply Air Stream in the
Rooftop Unit.
The uncertainty calculation of the outdoor air fraction based on the mass balance
of the CO2 concentrations is based on Equation (4.2):
{

(

)

(

)

}

(4.2)
where

is the uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction, the sensor’s accuracy of ±50 ppm

represents to the sensor’s uncertainty,

,

is the CO2 concentration at the supply

airflow stream in the rooftop unit [ppm],
retail area [ppm], and

is an average CO2 concentration in a

is the outdoor CO2 concentration [ppm].

4.2.2 Supply Airflow Rate
The supply airflow rate in each rooftop unit was measured using 14 inch and 20
inch Trueflow metering plates (Energy Conservatory, Inc.). The Trueflow plates were
installed in the filter location, and the door of each rooftop unit was tightly closed during
the measurement period. The measurement measured static pressure to calculate an
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average supply airflow rate (TFOP) across the metering plates. In this measurement, two
operating static pressures were measured with (1) the system operating with the Trueflow
metering plate installation (TFSOP) and (2) the system operating with the air filter
installation (NSOP). These two static pressure values were then used to adjust the supply
airflow rate using Equation 4.3:
√

√

(4.3)

where Q is the supply air flow rate in the rooftop unit [cfm], Cp is the airflow coefficient
[cfm Pa-0.5], (Cp is 115 cfm Pa-0.5 for a 14 inch metering plate, and 154 cfm Pa-0.5 for a 20
inch metering plate), TFOP is a measured airflow rate using the TrueFlow metering plate
[cfm], NSOP is the measured differential pressure with the filter installation [Pa], TFSOP
is the measured pressure with the Trueflow plate when the system filters are removed
[Pa].
Figure 4.6 shows the installation of 14 inch and 20 inch Trueflow metering plates
to measure the airflow supply in a rooftop unit. The accuracy of the Trueflow metering
plates and instrumentation installation is ± 7% of the reading provided in the
manufacturer’s document. The calculation of the total supply airflow rate used in the
model setting was a summation of the supply airflow rate measured in each rooftop unit.
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Figure 4.6: Installing Trueflow Metering Plates to Measure the Supply Airflow Rate
in a Rooftop Unit.
4.2.3 Differential Pressure across the Automatic Entrance Door
The purpose of measuring the differential pressure across the automatic entrance
doors was to investigate the transient airflow rate across the automatic entrance doors. In
the present study, OMEGA pressure sensors (OMEGA Engineering, Inc.) with an
accuracy of 1% of the full scale connecting with a hobo logger were installed inside the
building at the main entrance and at the loading doors. The sensor was connected to one
side of a rubber tube, whereas another side of tube was run to the outside of the retail
store. The differential pressure across the automatic entrance doors was collected every
five minutes for five days. The OMEGA pressure sensor provides output in voltage
(volt). To obtain the differential pressure in a unit of Pascal (Pa), the conversion from
voltage to Pascal was calculated. Figure 4.7 shows the OMEGA pressure sensor location
and the installation of the rubber tube outside one of the buildings.
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Figure 4.7: The Differential Pressure Sensor Installation.
4.2.4 Customer Number
Two methods were used to investigate the hourly customer number in the retail
stores: (1) the hourly transaction number provided by the store count and (2) the hourly
through automatic entrance doors provided by the thermal image people counter sensor.
The hourly transaction number from the store count represented the number of customers
who checked out at the cashier counters each hour. This recorded transaction number is
kept in a database at most retail stores. Another counting method used the thermal image
people counter sensor (Sensource, Inc.) to determine the hourly traffic passage through
the automatic entrance doors. For the field measurement, this sensor counter was
installed at the ceiling over the main exit automatic doors and connected to a computer to
collect the data. The sensor counts the number of people by sensing the heat generated by
them. Figure 4.8 shows the installation of a computer connected to a sensor of this kind in
order to determine the hourly traffic passage at the exit doors. The manufacturer’s
document describes the sensor as having accuracy of 1% of the full scale.
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Figure 4.8: The Installation of a Counter Sensor and Computer at Exit Doors.
4.2.5 Tracer Gas Measurement
For the tracer gas measurement, a walk-in investigation of the building volume,
the ventilation system, and the opening characteristics was performed a week before the
test date. The measurement was based on the tracer gas decay method, as this method
requires less instrumentation and labor than other tracer gas techniques do, and Sulfer
Hexaflouride (SF6) was used as a tracer gas. Unlike other commercial buildings, retail
buildings have a large volume that requires extensive instrumentation and significant
time effort in regard to gas injection and sampling. To solve these problems, the tracer
gas injection and gas sampling were modified from the ASTM E741 Standard. For the
gas injection method, three field technicians manually injected the gas by walking
through each zone in the building. Each technician carried one or two Tedlar® air
sampling bag. The estimations of the initial tracer gas concentration injected into the
retail spaces ranged from 100–200 ppb.
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The gas mixing method used the operation of the air distribution system and
walking people to introduce the uniform mixing of the SF6 gas to the space. The decision
not to use a fan for this purpose was made on the basis that a fan might disturb the store’s
operation schedule and also cause customers to feel uncomfortable. In addition, a fan
would affect other measurement parameters such as indoor conditions and indoor
contaminant concentrations. The gas mixing process took approximately 60 minutes,
after which the gas was sampled. According to the preliminary tests in the two retail
stores in ASHRAE RP 1596, a waiting time of 60 minutes is sufficient to provide a
uniform SF6 gas concentration.
Figure 4.9 shows the tracer gas sampling method in a retail area and the analysis
method in a laboratory. Due to limited access to the retail floors and limited available
instrumentation, the gas samples could not be collected simultaneously throughout the
entire floor area. The sampling method used a modified version of the standard tracer gas
decay method defined in ASTM E741. The sampling locations were separated into three
to six zones. In each zone, three field technicians collected the gas sample in different
locations. When the technicians had finished collecting the samples in one zone, they
began to collect gas samples in the next zone. The time interval for the gas sampling
between zones was approximately five minutes, and the technicians used a 0.5 L syringe
to collect the gas in a 1 L Tedlar® air sampling bag. In each test, the total sampling time
was approximately four hours and 180 sample bags were collected.
The sampling bags were then taken to the laboratory and analyzed using an
AUTOTRAC® SF6 analyzer, for which the instrumentation accuracy is 3% of the reading
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(Lagus Applied Technology, Inc.). The instrumentation was calibrated with the five ppb
SF6 standard bags before the field sampling bags were analyzed.

Figure 4.9: Field Technician Sampled the Tracer Gas Samplers in the Retail Area
and Performed the Analysis in the Laboratory.
Table 4.2 summarizes the number of field measurements, instrumentations, and
accuracies that were used to setting the model calibration in the present study. The
measurements include supply airflow rate, total air exchange rate, differential pressure
across the automatic entrance doors, indoor and outdoor CO2 concentrations, and hourly
traffic passage through across the automatic entrance doors.
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Table 4.2: Measurements and Instruments Used in the Field Measurement.
Parameter

Instrumentation

Measurement
Range

Supply airflow rate

Trueflow #14 metering plate

365 to 1,565 cfm

Trueflow #20 metering plate

485 to 2,100 cfm
-1,250 to +1,250 Pa
(-5 to +5 in. H20)

Model DG-700 digital pressure and flow gauge

Accuracy

Manufacturer

±7% of indicated reading
±1% of reading or .15
Pa, whichever is greater
better than ±3% of
reading

Energy Conservatory

Lagus Applied
Technology

Air exchange rate

Automatic tracer gas monitor

0.05 to50 ppb

Differential pressure

Omega sensor connected to HOBO U12
Temp/RH/2x external data logger

±0.1 inH2O (±25
Pa)

±1% of full scale

Omega

Hourly traffic passage through
automatic entrance doors

Thermal imaging directional people counter

N/A

±1% of full scale

Sensource

Indoor CO2 concentration

Telaire CO2 sensor connected with HOBO U12
Temp/RH/2x external data logger

0 to 1,000 ppm

±50 ppm or 5% of the
reading

Telaire

Q-TRAK (RTU)

0 to 5,000 ppm

±3.0% of reading

TSI

Telaire CO2 sensor

0 to 1,000 ppm

±50 ppm or 5% of the
reading

Telaire

Outdoor CO2 concentration
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4.3 Calibration Procedures
The purpose of the model calibration was to determine significant parameters for
assessing the ventilation rate using a multi-zone model (CONTAMW). In this section,
the calibration procedure is separated into two parts. The first part presents a calibration
procedure to investigate air infiltration rates across the automatic entrance doors. In this
part, the differential pressure simulations were calibrated with the measured differential
pressure across the automatic entrance doors to calculate the airflow rate across those
doors. The second part is a calibration procedure designed to assess the total ventilation
rate in a retail building. In this part, the model calibration was separated into six
scenarios wherein the model input in each scenario had a combination of three input
parameters with different data collection methods. The simulations of the SF6 decay
concentration of the six scenarios were compared with the SF6 decay concentration
obtained from the field measurement. The calibration results provided the significant
parameters, which quickly improved the model accuracy. A detailed summary of the
model calibration procedures for both the infiltration and total ventilation rate are
provided in this section.
4.3.1 Differential Pressure across Automatic Entrance Doors
The purpose of calibrating the differential pressure across the automatic entrance
doors was to calculate the air infiltration rate through them, which is part of the total
building ventilation rate. In the present study, the multi-zone model, CONTAMW
(Walton and Dols, 2005) was used to calculate the hourly differential pressure and
airflow rate across automatic entrance doors, both those with and those without a
vestibule. The simulation was modeled using TMY3 weather data, including ambient
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temperature, wind direction, and wind speed, for State College, PA, (zone 5A) and
Austin, TX, (zone 2A), which are provided in Appendix C. In accord with the field
investigation in the building case studies, the entrance doors were completely closed
when the stores were closed at night and partially closed due to traffic passage through
automatic entrance doors during the store’s operating hours. In the present study, the
calibration procedure was performed to establish only the differential pressure and
airflow characteristics through the automatic entrance doors during the store’s operating
hours. The model input and calibration parameters were based on a set of measured data
collected on April 10, 2012, for Building A and August 3, 2012, for Building B. The
calibration procedure for the air infiltration calculation during store operating hours
involved three steps:
1)

Creating an initial model based on a set of measured data and on the
envelope leakage database

2)

Updating a new airflow element based on the hourly traffic passage at
the automatic entrance doors in the simulation model

3)

Tuning the diffuser airflow rates

In the first step, the model setting was based on the measured airflow rate from
the ventilation system and on the effective area model from the published leakage
database provided in CONTAMW. This leakage database was investigated from general
closed doors. During the test period, the controlled ventilation systems were set to
provide a constant supply airflow rate at full capacity. The supply airflow rate in each of
the rooftop units was measured by using TrueFlow metering plates installed at the filter’s
location. As the return airflow rates were not measured during the test period, it was
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assumed that the return airflow fraction was 90% of the supply airflow rate based on the
recommendation in ASHRAE Standard 90.1 (ASHRAE). The published effective leakage
area (AL) used for the model setting was 7.8 cm2/m2 for the exterior wall and roof, 8
cm2/m2 for the entrance door, and 0.45 cm2/m2 for the loading door. The leakage area
model test was performed at a reference pressure difference (Pr) of 4 Pa, a discharge
flow coefficient of 1, and a flow exponent of 0.65 (Walton and Dols 2005).
In the second step of the model calibration, the power law model describes an
airflow element at the automatic entrance doors from Equation (4.4), which was updated
in the model:
(4.4)
where

is the airflow through the opening [cfm],

H2O0.5)],

is the flow coefficient [cfm/(ft2 in

is the pressure difference, [in H2O], and n is the flow exponent

[dimensionless].
This airflow element allowed the flow coefficient (C) and the exponent (n) to be
adjusted. According to Yuill et al.’s study (2000), the flow coefficient (n) for the
laboratory test was 0.5. The calculation of the hourly flow coefficient (C) is performed by
multiplying the airflow coefficient ( ) by the total door area of 82 ft2 for Building A and
43 ft2 for Building B. The airflow coefficient ( ) is a function of the number of people
using the automatic entrance doors each hour. The airflow coefficient (

) for the

swinging doors without a vestibule in Building B was calculated using Equation (2.4),
and the airflow coefficient ( ) for the swinging doors with a vestibule in Building A was
calculated using Equation (2.5). To observe the hourly door traffic passage through
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automatic entrance doors (N), a field technician installed a sensor in the ceiling over the
exit door. The sensor was connected to a computer in order to record data for five days.
The sensor was installed at the exit door only on the assumption that the number of
people using the exit door would agree with the number using the entrance.
In the third step, the model was tuned by adjusting the diffuser airflow rate in
order to correct the amplitude of the differential pressure across the automatic entrance
doors. From the initial setting of the return airflow fraction of 90% of the supply airflow
rate in the base case model, the return airflow fractions were further adjusted to 85% and
95% and compared with the impact of the changes in the return airflow fractions on the
changes in differential pressure and airflow rate across the automatic entrance doors.
4.3.2 Total Ventilation Rates throughout the Sales Floor
The calibration procedure for assessing the total ventilation rate was separated
into six scenarios. These six scenarios were developed from the combinations of three
input parameters, i.e., the outdoor air fraction, the leakage element of the automatic
entrance doors, and the number of customers, which were used to calculate the airflow
coefficient (Ca) in the airflow element. Each input parameter was obtained using two data
collection methods: design documents and field measurements.
Table 4.3: Six Combinations of Input Parameters for the Model Calibration.
Input

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Design document

Outdoor air
Airflow element

Published
database

Occupancy rate

No

Scenario 6

Field
Measurement

CO2 measurement
Published
database

Calibration method
Transaction

Scenario 5

Traffic
passage

No
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Calibration method
Transaction

Traffic
passage

Tracer gas
method

Table 4.4: Measured Data used as Model Input Parameters.
Input
Outdoor air
Airflow element
Occupancy rate

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

●

●
●

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

●

●
●

●
●
●

Table 4.3 summarizes the combination of input parameters and data collection
methods used for the six scenarios, and Table 4.4 presents the number of measured data
used as the input parameters for each step in the calibration. In Scenario 1, the model
calibration starts with a base case model in which the model settings are based on the
design documents. The model is based on the design value of the outdoor air fraction of
10% of the supply airflow. The return airflow fraction was set at 90% of the supply
airflow rate based on the recommendation provided in ASHRAE Standard 90.1. The
airflow element of the automatic entrance doors was based on the published leakage
database, in which the effective leakage areas (AL) were as follows: 7.8 cm2/m2 for the
exterior wall and roof, 8 cm2/m2 for the automatic entrance door, and 0.45 cm2/m2 for the
loading door. The leakage area model test was performed at a reference pressure
difference (Pr) of 4 Pa, a discharge flow coefficient of 1, and a flow exponent of 0.65
(Walton and Dols 2005).
In Scenario 2, the level of difficulty and time effort involved in the model
increased based on correcting the airflow rate across the automatic entrance doors by
calibrating the differential pressure across the doors. In this calibration step, the supply
airflow rate was obtained from the measured data and the return airflow rate was adjusted
until the amplitude of the differential pressure across the doors matched that of the
measured data. To calibrate the frequency fluctuations of the door’s differential
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pressures, the airflow element of the automatic entrance doors was updated with Equation
(4.4).
In Scenario 3, the model setting of the input parameters is the same as that in
Scenario 2 with the exception of the calculation of the flow coefficient (

. In this

scenario, the number of customers (N) was derived from the hourly traffic passage
through the automatic entrance doors instead of the hourly transaction number provided
by the store count.
Unlike in the first three scenarios, the outdoor air fraction in Scenarios 4, 5, and 6
was calculated from a mass balance of the CO2 concentrations instead of the value
specified in the design documents. In Scenario 4, only the outdoor air fraction measured
from the rooftop units was updated in the model. The model setting for the airflow
element of the automatic entrance doors was based on the published leakage database
provided in the software library. In Scenario 5, the model involved a higher the level of
difficulty and more time effort because the airflow rates across the automatic entrance
doors were corrected by calibrating the differential pressure across the automatic doors.
The airflow element of the automatic entrance doors was updated with Equation (4.4),
and the hourly transaction number counted by the store was used to calculate the airflow
coefficient (Ca). In Scenario 6, instead of the hourly transaction number, the hourly traffic
passage through automatic entrance doors determined by the sensor was used to calculate
Ca.
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4.4 Evaluation of Model Accuracy
The quality of the simulation results was evaluated with six statistical models
provided in the ASTM D5157 Standard, as presented in Table 2.5. In addition, in the
present study, a simple statistical model, the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE),
was used for the model calibration. This statistical model provided a comparison of the
measured data in the time series between the observed (
shown in Equation (4.5):
∑

|

|.

(4.5)
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) and predicted (

values, as

Chapter 5
Results
The first section of this chapter presents the results of the field measurements
including the outdoor air fraction, the supply airflow rate, the differential pressures across
the automatic entrance doors, the hourly customer number, and the tracer gas
concentration decay for Building A and Building B. Also presented is a calculation of the
estimated time the field technicians expended on sensor preparation, installation,
measurement, and data analysis for each measurement based on the field experiments.
The second section of this chapter presents the calibration results of the door differential
pressures used to calculate the airflow rates across the automatic entrance doors and the
calibration procedure for the total ventilation rate assessment. In the third section,
recommended significant parameters designed to improve the model calibration and
accurately simulate the total ventilation rate are described.
5.1 Field Data Analysis
In ASHRAE RP 1596 (Siegel et al., 2013), the results of field measurements in
fourteen retail stores are reported. These field measurements include both ventilation and
IAQ performance. In the present study, only two retail stores with a complete set of
measured data including outdoor air fraction, supply airflow rate, differential pressure
across automatic entrance doors, hourly transaction number, and SF6 decay rate were
selected for the model calibration. The field data in Building A were collected from 9:30
to 13:20 on April 10, 2012, and the field data in Building B were collected from 9:00 to

12:40 on August 3, 2012. A detailed summary of the measurement results including
uncertainties is presented in the next section.
5.1.1 Outdoor Air Fraction
Given limitations in regard to instrumentation and labor resources, the outdoor air
fraction in each rooftop unit was calculated based on a mass balance of CO2
concentrations. However, the number of CO2 sensors included in the field measurements
was limited, especially for Building A, which has twenty-three rooftop units. With this
limitation, the measurement of the CO2 concentration in each rooftop unit was conducted
over a period of only 3 to 5 minutes. For Building B, which has only two rooftop units,
one CO2 sensor was installed in each unit and measured the gas concentration every
minute for five days. The calculations of the outdoor air fraction in each rooftop unit for
Building A and Building B are shown in Table 5.1. The measurement results of the
average CO2 concentration in different locations are presented in Appendix D.
For Building A, the average outdoor airflow rate serving the sales area was
approximately 11,985 cfm (5,656 L/s), which corresponded to 27% of the supply airflow
rate. The outdoor airflow rate for Building B was approximately 2,382 cfm (1,124 L/s),
which corresponded to 33% of the supply airflow rate. The total outdoor air fraction
serving both the sales and the service areas for Building A was 25% and for Building B it
was 32%. These measured supply airflow rates were greater than the rate provided in the
design document, which specifies 10% of the supply airflow rate. From the uncertainty
calculation in Equation (4.2), the uncertainties of the outdoor airflow rate were relatively
high: the flow rate was ±23,100 cfm (±10,900L/s) for Building A and ±3,500 cfm
(±1,600 L/s) for Building B, as shown in Figure 5.1. The high level of uncertainty found
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in Building A might have been due to the low CO2 sensor accuracy of ±50ppm used in
the field measurements or to sensor reading instability based on the short time
measurement period in the rooftop units.
5.1.2 Supply Airflow Rate
During the test period, the supply airflow rates were measured in all the rooftop
units: specifically, the rate in each unit was measured using 14 inch and 20 inch
TrueFlow metering plates installed at the filter location. During the measurement period,
the rooftop units were operated at full capacity under constant air volume. The detailed
measurement results of the supply airflow rate using the TrueFlow metering plate and
corrected airflow rates are presented in Appendix D. The measurement results of the
supply airflow rates for Building A and Building B are presented in Table 5.2, which
shows that the supply airflow rate serving the sales area in Building A was 44,389 cfm
(20,949 L/s) and in Building B was 7,219 cfm (3,407L/s). Figure 5.1 summarizes the
measurement results of the total supply and outdoor airflow rates including measurement
uncertainties in Building A and Building B. The total supply airflow rate measured in
Building A was calculated as 59,840cfm (28,240 L/s) with ±7% error, and the supply
airflow rate for Building B was 10,960cfm (3,408 L/s) with ±7% error.
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Figure 5.1: Measurement Results of the Total Supply Airflow and Outdoor Airflow
Rates and Uncertainties in the Rooftop Units.
Table 5.1: Calculation of the Outdoor Air Fractions for the Large Building.
Building

Building A

Building B

Sales area
RTU number
OA fraction
RTU01
14%
RTU06
53%
RTU07
35%
RTU08
42%
RTU09
13%
RTU10
20%
RTU11
33%
RTU12
33%
RTU13
13%
RTU14
8%
RTU15
28%
RTU16
26%
RTU17
27%
RTU20
6%
RTU21
27%
RTU22
46%
RTU02
33%
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Service area
RTU number
OA fraction
RTU02
22%
RTU03
17%
RTU04
37%
RTU05
10%
RTU18
40%
RTU19
40%
RTU23
37%

RTU01

31%

Table 5.2: Measurement Results of Supply Airflow Rates for Large Building.
Building

Building A

Building B

Sales area
RTU number
Supply airflow
(cfm)
RTU01
1,546
RTU06
3,473
RTU07
3,312
RTU08
3,376
RTU09
3,421
RTU10
3,452
RTU11
3,500
RTU12
3,543
RTU13
3,421
RTU14
3,421
RTU15
3,230
RTU16
3,421
RTU17
2,752
RTU20
757
RTU21
913
RTU22
852
RTU02
7,219

Service areas
RTU number
Supply airflow
(cfm)
RTU02
1,687
RTU03
890
RTU04
848
RTU05
1,035
RTU18
3,964
RTU19
3,421
RTU23
3,608

RTU01

3,743

5.1.3 Differential Pressure across the Automatic Entrance Doors
An OMEGA pressure sensor connected to a hobo logger was installed inside the
building near the automatic entrance and the loading doors. This sensor was connected to
the logger with one side of a rubber tube that was run to the outside of the retail building.
The experiment measured the differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors
every five minutes for five days. For the infiltration study, the differential pressure was
calibrated on the same date as the tracer gas was measured. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3
present the average hourly differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors in
relation to the local wind direction. From the figures, the range of measured differential
pressures was 1.5–4.5Pa with ± 2.4Pa uncertainty for Building A and -0.3–0.8Pa with ±
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1.5Pa uncertainty for Building B. The measurement results of the transient differential
pressure across the automatic doors are provided in Appendix D.
From Figure 5.2, the differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors
measured in Building A had a positive value (exfiltration). Figure 5.3 presents the
measurement results of the differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors in
Building B. In this building, the differential pressures measured at the automatic entrance
doors had both positive (exfiltration) and negative (infiltration) values during the 7:00–
18:00 period even though this building was pressurized. According to the relationship
between the wind direction and the direction of the differential pressure across the
automatic entrance doors, the presented negative pressure across the automatic entrance
doors in Building B was influenced by the prevailing wind from the south entrance.
During the 18:00–22:00 period, the direction of the wind changed to the north of the
building, thus causing the positive pressure at the automatic entrance doors. It was found
that the diffuser airflows, traffic passage through the automatic entrance doors, and local
wind each made a significant contribution to the differential pressure across the automatic
entrance doors. The distribution of the diffuser airflows and the local wind directly
affected the amplitudes and directions of the differential pressures across the automatic
entrance doors, whereas the traffic passage through the automatic entrance doors
increased the frequency with which the differential pressures fluctuated across the doors.
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Figure 5.2: Measured Hourly Differential Pressures and Wind Directions across
Automatic Swinging Doors with a Vestibule (Building A).
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Figure 5.3: Measured Hourly Differential Pressures and Wind Directions across
Automatic Swinging Doors without a Vestibule (Building B).
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5.1.4 Customer Number
Figure 5.4 presents information about the number of customers in Building A on
March 10, 2012. In this building, data pertaining to the number of customers was
determined on the basis of (1) the transaction number at the check-out counters as
provided by a store administrator and (2) the traffic passage through automatic entrance
doors measured by the thermal image sensor installed above the automatic door at the
exit. It was found that the hourly transaction number provided by the store and the
hourly traffic passage through automatic entrance doors determined by the sensor
agreed in terms of the pattern according to which customers were present in the store.
The average traffic passage through the automatic entrance doors was approximately 1.3
times greater than the rate observed by the store count. The hourly transaction number
counted by the store ranged from 25 to 190 people per hour whereas the range of the
hourly traffic passage through automatic entrance doors counted by the sensor was 35
to 283 people per hour. From these two methods, the peak customer number was found
at 17:00. During the tracer gas measurement (9:30–13:30), the average transaction
number at the check-out counter was 158 people per hour and the average traffic passage
through the automatic entrance doors was 179 people per hour. In Building B, the
customer number was only collected from the store count as a people-counter sensor was
not available for this site. Figure 5.5 presents a schedule of customers in this retail store
on August 3, 2012. The hourly transaction number counted by the store was in the range
of 15–160 people per hour, and the peak customer number of 157 people was found at
12:00. During the period when the tracer gas was measured (9:00–12:40), the average
transaction number at the check-out counter was 114 people per hour.
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Figure 5.4: Hourly Transaction Number for Building A.
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Figure 5.5: Hourly Transaction Number for Building B.
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Figure 5.6 shows the calculation of the hourly flow coefficient (C) in relation to
the hourly traffic passage through the automatic entrance doors. The airflow coefficient
(C) was calculated by multiplying the airflow coefficient ( ) by the total door area of 82
ft2 for Building A and 43 ft2 for Building B. The airflow coefficient ( ) for the swinging
doors without a vestibule used Equation (2.4) for Building B and for the swinging doors
with a vestibule was calculated using Equation (2.5) for Building A. In Building A,
during the peak hour, the flow coefficient (C) was calculated as 1.6 m3/s/Pa0.5 whereas the
flow coefficient (C) in Building B was 0.38 m3/s/Pa0.5. The flow coefficient (C)
calculation was updated in Equation (4.4) and then used to calibrate differential pressures
across the automatic entrance doors in order to investigate the airflow characteristics
across the doors.
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Figure 5.6: Calculation of the Hourly Flow Coefficient (C) for Automatic Swinging
Doors with a Vestibule.
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5.1.5 Tracer Gas Measurement
The tracer gas was measured during the 9:30–13:30 period (4 hours) on March 10,
2012 in Building A and during the 9:00–12:40 period (4 hours) on August 3, 2012, in
Building B. Three field technicians manually collected the SF6 tracer gas approximately
60 minutes after the gas had been released. Figure 5.7 presents the decay curves of the
SF6 concentrations in the retail area of Building A. In this store, the initial SF6 tracer gas
was released at approximately 100–150 ppb in the retail space. The white dots represent
the SF6 concentration of three sampling locations based on measurement data from the
same time period in one zone, and the black dots represent an average value of the SF6
concentration of these three locations. The time interval of the gas sample between zones
was five minutes. The initial sample gas concentration was at 143 ppb, and then the
concentration slowly decayed to 20 ppb over 4 hours. Figure 5.8 presents the decay
curves of the SF6 concentrations in the retail area of Building B. The initial concentration
for the first sample was at 110 ppb. In each zone, the gas concentrations sampled differed
slightly according to location, which confirmed the uniformity of the gas concentration.
The SF6 concentration slowly decayed to the ambient concentration over the 4-hour
period. The SF6 decay curves in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 were also used for the model
calibration to investigate the total ventilation rate assessment. The calibration results are
discussed in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: Measured SF6 Decay Rate in Building A.
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Figure 5.8: Measured SF6 Decay Rate in Building B.
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In ASHRAE RP 1596 (Siegel et al., 2013), a linear regression was used in the
data analysis to determine the slope of the SF6 decay curves and to calculate the
coefficient of determination (R2). According to the results, the space conditions of the
retail areas show quite well mixed conditions, as the measured data followed a best-fit
straight line with some small scatters, as shown in Figure 5.9. The air exchange rate for
Building B is reported as 0.97 h-1 with an uncertainty of ±0.32 h-1 and R2 of 0.99,
whereas the air exchange rate for Building A is reported as 0.56 h-1 with an uncertainty of
±0.28 h-1 and R2 of 0.85. Table 5.3 summarizes the measurement results used for the
model input in the model calibration.

Building A

Building B

Source: Siegel et al. (2013)
Figure 5.9: SF6 Decay Curves (Siegel et. al., 2013).
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Table 5.3: Measurement Results and Uncertainties from ASHRAE RP1596.
Parameters
Supply airflow

Instrumentation
TrueFlow metering plate

Outdoor airflow

Mass balance of CO2
concentration

Differential pressure
across automatic
doors

OMEGA pressure sensor

Store count at check-out
counter
Occupancy number
Thermal image sensor at
entrance door

SF6 tracer gas
concentration
*

Tedlar® air sampling
bag/AUTOTRAC

Measured data
Building A: 44,389 cfm
(20,949 L/s)
Building B: 7,219 cfm
(3,407L/s)
Building A: 11,985 cfm
(5,656 L/s)
Building B: 2,382 cfm
(1,124 L/s)

Uncertainty
±7%
±7%
23,100 cfm
(10,900L/s)
3,500 cfm
(1,600 L/s)

Building A: 1.5–4.5 Pa

±2.4 Pa

Building B: -0.3–0.8 Pa

±1.5 Pa

Building A: 25–190
people/hour
Building B: 15–160
people/hour
Building A: 35–283
people/hour
Building B: 20–208
people/hour*
Building A: 0.56 h-1
Building B: 0.97 h-1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
±0.28 h-1
±0.32 h-1

The number was adjusted by multiplying the number of occupancy at the check-out counter by 1.3.

5.1.6 Estimated Total Effort
Figure 5.10 presents the estimated time effort of field technicians on each
measurement parameter for the field measurement, installation, training, and instrument
calibrations. These time efforts are based on the field observations in ASHRAE RP1596.
In this calculation, the time effort was estimated based on only the time that the field
technicians had worked with the sensors and spent on the field measurements. The time
during which the sensor itself collected the data were not counted in this calculation.
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Figure 5.10: Estimated Effort for the Field Measurements.
At 1,740 minutes (29 hours), the tracer gas measurement required the greatest
time effort. The estimated total time effort for the outdoor airflow measurement in the
rooftop units was approximately 660 minutes (11 hours) for Building A, which had with
23 rooftop units, and 180 minutes (3 hours) for Building B, which had only 2 rooftop
units. The time effort involved in measuring the differential pressure across the automatic
entrance doors was 300 minutes (5 hours), and for the traffic passage through the
automatic doors using a thermal image sensor it was 420 minutes (7 hours). Detailed
information pertaining to the time the field technicians spent on each activity relevant to
each measurement parameter is also provided in Appendix D.
5.2 Model Calibration
The measured data reported in the previous section was used to develop a
calibrated semi-empirical model to improve the model accuracy. In this section, the
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calculation results of airflow characteristics across the automatic entrance doors are
discussed and compared with field observations from existing studies (Simpson, 1936;
Kohri, 2001). In addition, in the present study, the airflow fractions through the
ventilation system are compared with the envelope leakage paths such as walls and
entrances. The calculation of the airflow rates across the automatic entrance doors is then
used in the model calibration of the SF6 decay rates to investigate the total ventilation
rate. Detailed summaries of the model calibration results for Building A and Building B
are given here.
5.2.1 Differential Pressures and Airflow Rates across Automatic Entrance Doors
Data pertaining to the published effective leakage area as provided in the software
library cannot represent the actual differential pressures and airflow characteristics across
the automatic entrance doors when people walk pass through them. The simulation
results show that the frequency fluctuations of differential pressures differed significantly
from the measured data, as shown in Figure 5.11. The simulations of the airflow rate
across the automatic doors ranged from 97 to 143cfm [46–58L/s] and were relatively
lower than the rates investigated in the existing studies (Simpson, 1936; Kohri, 2001).
After a modified airflow element related to the hourly transaction number was used
instead of published effective leakage area, the model provided more realistic results
pertaining to the door pressure differences and airflow rates. The frequency fluctuation
amplitude of the differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors from the
simulation agreed well with the values observed from the field measurements. At a return
airflow fraction of 90% of the supply airflow, the simulation of the differential pressure
amplitudes had fewer errors within ±10% when compared with the measured data, except
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for a high error of 50% found at 9:00 am. This high error might come arisen from the fact
that the number of customers entering the entrance door was not available, as the sensor
counted only the customers who used the exit door. In Building A, when the diffuser
airflow fraction changes by ±5%, the changes in the differential pressure amplitudes were
within ±1 Pa (±0.004 in H2O), as shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Differential pressures across automatic swinging doors with a vestibule
during the 9:00–21:00 period in Building A.
Changes in the return airflow fraction of ±5% had a small impact on the changes
in the differential pressures across the automatic doors, but made a significant
contribution to the changes in the airflow rates across the doors. In Figure 5.12, the
changes in airflow rate across the automatic doors were in the range of ±1000cfm [±472
L/s]. At a return airflow fraction of 90%, the airflow rate through the automatic doors
was calculated as 1,100–2,200 cfm [519–1,038 L/s] during the 9:00–11:00 period. High
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airflow rates in a range of 4,100–5,800 cfm [1,935–2,737 L/s] were found during the
12:00–18:00 period, and the airflow rates were 2,800–3,600 cfm [1,321–1699 L/s] after
18:00.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of Airflow Rates across Automatic Swinging Doors with a
Vestibule in Building A.
The calculation of the airflow rate through the automatic doors using the modified
airflow element was higher than the rate in the published leakage database used in the
model setting; however, these calculations are in the range of the values observed in the
existing studies (Simpson, 1936; Kohri, 2001). Simpson (1936) used a smoke puff test
under actual conditions to measure air velocity through more than 250 single entrance
doors with a vestibule and found that the air velocities at the entrance door varied from
75 to 250 ft/min [0.4–1.27 m/s]. The average airflow rate through double doors that were
5 ft [1.5 m] wide by 7 ft [2.1] high was 5,800 cfm [2,737 L/s]. Kohri (2001) investigated
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infiltration rates through a double door with a vestibule by observing an opening area
ratio of the frequently used entrance doors. In that study, an airflow circuit network
model was used to calculate air infiltration rates through the opening area, which related
to the number of people using the door every five minutes. The average airflow rate
through the automatic entrance door with a vestibule when the traffic passage through
automatic entrance doors was 300 people per hour was calculated as 5,300 cfm [2,501
L/s].
Figure 5.13 shows the calibration results of differential pressures across the
automatic swinging doors without a vestibule in Building B. The direction of the
differential pressures across the automatic doors had both a negative value (infiltration)
and a positive value (exfiltration). The simulation results in Building A indicated that the
published leakage database could not provide a realistic differential pressure or a realistic
airflow rate across the automatic doors. Consequently, the initial model setting in
Building B included the modified airflow element based on the hourly door traffic
passage through automatic entrance doors instead of relying on the published leakage
database. The model was calibrated by tuning the airflow rates at the return diffuser. At
the balance diffuser airflow rate, the simulated differential pressure amplitudes across the
automatic entrance doors were relatively lower than those from the measured data;
however, the frequency fluctuations of differential pressures were the same as those from
the measured data. Then the airflow rates at the return diffuser were tuned to 91% of the
supply airflow rate when the differential pressures amplitudes were matched with the
measured data.
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Figure 5.13: Differential Pressures across the Automatic Swinging Doors without a
Vestibule during the 7:00–22:00 Period in Building B.
In Building B, after the differential pressure across the automatic doors had been
calibrated with the measured data, the airflow rates across the automatic doors were
calculated as ranging from 200 to 800 cfm (95–380 L/s), as shown in Figure 5.14. For
this building, the effect of a vestibule on reducing airflow rates through the automatic
entrance doors was compared with the effect when a vestibule was not present. The
results showed that adding a vestibule reduced airflow through the automatic entrance
doors by up to 400 cfm [189 L/s].
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Airflow Rates across the Automatic Swinging Doors
with a Vestibule and without Vestibule in Building B.
5.2.2 Airflow Fraction through Building Envelopes and Entrance Doors
The total ventilation rate was calculated when the SF6 concentration was
conducted during the 9:30 am–13:30 pm period on April 10, 2012, for Building A and
during the 9:00 am–12:40 pm period on August 3, 2012, for Building B. Figure 5.15
presents a comparison of the airflow fractions through the building envelopes and the
ventilation system when the return air fraction is at 85% and 90% of the supply airflow
for Building A. At a return airflow fraction of 90%, 81% of the total ventilation rate came
from the outdoor air intake from the rooftop units. Although Building A was operated at a
slightly positive pressure, air infiltration of 19% due to local wind pressure was found at
the north walls. In this building, there was no air infiltration through the automatic
entrance doors. And, 51% of the total air exiting the building came from the relief air at
the rooftop units, and 37% was air exfiltration through the automatic entrance doors,
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which corresponded to 76% of the total air exfiltration rate, whereas air exfiltration
through the building envelopes was only 12% of the total value.
The operation of the air distribution system significantly affects the airflow rates
through the automatic entrance doors. In Building A, when the return air fraction was
reduced to 85%, the amount of exiting air through the automatic entrance doors increased
approximately to 22% and 8% through the building envelopes. The airflow rate through
the automatic entrance doors is greater than the rates found in the building envelopes, as
automatic doors have lower pressure resistance, due to the door operation than the
building envelopes do.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of Percentages of Airflow Rates through the Building
Envelopes and the Ventilation System for the Adjusted Diffuser Airflow Rates at
85% and 90% of Supply Airflow in Building A.
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Figure 5.16 compares the airflow fractions through the building envelopes and the
ventilation system for Building B when the automatic entrance doors had a vestibule and
when they did not have a vestibule. When no vestibule was present, 84% of the total
ventilation rate came from the outdoor air intake from the rooftop units, 13% of the total
value came from air infiltration through the automatic entrance doors, and only 3% came
from air infiltration through the building envelopes. When the door vestibule was added
to the automatic entrance doors, air infiltration through the doors decreased by 24% and
the total infiltration rate decreased by 21%.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of inflow and outflow of air through the building
envelopes and the ventilation system for the door with and without vestibule in
Building B.
5.2.3 SF6 Decay Rate
In this section, the simulations of the SF6 concentration decay of the six scenarios
are compared with the measured data conducted in ASHRAE RP1596. The purpose of
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these model calibrations is to determine the recommended significant parameters
designed to quickly improve the uncertainties in the multi-zone airflow model in order to
assess the total ventilation rate in retail buildings.
The calibration results of the SF6 concentration decay of the six scenarios in
Building A and Building B are presented in Figure 5.17 in Figure 5.18, respectively. It
was observed that the simulation results of Scenario 1, 2, and 3, for which the input
parameters were based on the design value, had the largest number of uncertainties. The
model uncertainties improved most when the measured outdoor air fraction was updated
in the models in Scenarios 4, 5, and 6. In Building A, where there was no air infiltration
at the automatic entrance doors, correcting the airflow rates across the automatic doors
using the calibration method rarely decreased the uncertainties in the simulation results.
In Figure 5.17, the simulations of the SF6 concentration decays in Scenario 2 and 3, for
which the airflow rates across the automatic doors were calculated by the calibration
method, were similar to the concentration decay in Scenario 1, for which the airflow rate
was calculated based on the published leakage database. The simulation results in
Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 were also the same as those in Scenario 4. Nevertheless,
correcting the airflow rates across the automatic doors via the calibration method
considerably reduced the model uncertainties in Building B where air infiltration was
found at the automatic entrance doors, as shown in Figure 5.18. Although all the
measured data were updated in the final calibration step (Scenario 6), the simulations of
the SF6 concentration decay still failed to achieve the rate recorded as the field
measurement. This high level of uncertainty in the simulation might have arisen from
high uncertainty in regard to the outdoor air fraction used in the model input due to a low
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CO2 sensor accuracy of ±50ppm used in the field measurement, or this uncertainty might
have arisen from the short-time measurement period in each rooftop unit.
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Figure 5.17: Simulation Results of SF6 Concentration Decay for Building A.
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Figure 5.18: Simulation Results of SF6 Concentration Decay for Building B.
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The simulation results were evaluated in regard to quality with six statistical
models provided in the ASTM D5157 Standard, as presented in Table 5.4. In Building A,
the calculations of the correlation coefficient, the regression intercept, and the index of
bias (FS) of all the scenarios were within the range of the ASTM D5157 Standard. For
the regression slope and the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE), after the measured
outdoor air fraction was updated in the models, the simulation results for Scenario 4,
Scenario 5, and Scenario 6 all showed good agreement with the set of measured data.
However, the factorial bias (FB) values in each of these three scenarios was still higher
than 0.25. In Building B, the simulation results for all six scenarios met the standard
requirement, except that the fractional bias (FB) for each of the first three scenarios was
above 0.25.
Table 5.4: Assessment of Model Performance Required in ASTM D5157.
Correlation coefficient
(>0.9)

Regression slope
(0.75 to1.25)

Regression intercept
(<0.25)

NMSE
(<0.25)

FB
(<0.25)

FS
(<0.5)

Building A
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6

0.96
0.94
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.98

0.48
0.54
0.57
0.92
0.97
0.98

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.51
0.48
0.46
0.12
0.09
0.09

0.65
0.63
0.62
0.33
0.28
0.28

-1.76
-1.62
-1.52
-0.25
-0.03
-0.01

Building B
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5
Scenario 6

0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

0.78
0.85
0.86
0.90
0.92
0.92

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.25
0.09
0.09
0.03
0.01
0.01

0.45
0.29
0.27
0.12
-0.01
-0.12

-0.86
-0.57
-0.55
-0.41
-0.33
-0.33

In regard to evaluating model performance using the ASTM D 5157, the same
issue arose as that noted in previous studies (Firrantello et al., 2007; Sae Kow, 2010;
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Snyder, 2011; Bahnfleth et al., 2012); that is, it was unclear how to determine the model
quality given that some of the parameters did not meet the standard requirement. In
addition, this model evaluation with the six statistical models was not sufficient to
determine significant parameters for considerably decreasing the model uncertainties in
the calibration process.
5.3 Significant Parameters Recommended in the Semi-Empirical Model
In the present study, the purpose of the model calibration was to find significant
and time-effective parameters that would greatly reduce the model uncertainties. In this
section, the simulation results of the SF6 concentration decay in the six scenarios are
compared with the results from the field-measured data. The relationship between the
model uncertainties and the time effort spent in the field measurement required in the
model setting are discussed below.
A simple statistical model, the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), was
used to compare improvements in regard to the model uncertainties at each calibration
step. The relationship between the model uncertainties and the estimated total effort for
the field data collection required in the model setting for Building A and Building B is
shown in Figure 5.19. From Figures 5.19, it is evident that the measured outdoor air
fraction effected the greatest improvement in the model uncertainties. In the first three
scenarios, in which the outdoor air fraction from the design value was used in the model,
each simulation of the SF6 concentration decay had a relatively large uncertainty range:
130–140% for Building A and 95–160% for Building B. The greatest improvement was
found in Scenario 4 when the measured outdoor air fraction was updated in the model.
The model uncertainties were decreased to 53% for Building A and 41% for Building B.
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The total time effort for the field data collection required in Scenario 4 for Building A
was 17 hours and only 4 hours for Building B. The time effort for the outdoor air
measurement for Building A was greater than for Building B given Building A’s 23
rooftop units as compared with Building B’s 2 rooftop units.
Correcting the airflow rates across the automatic entrance doors by calibrating the
differential pressure of the door can improve model uncertainty only when there is air
infiltration at the automatic entrance doors. In Building B, correcting the airflow rates
across the automatic entrance doors decreased the model uncertainty of 160% in Scenario
1 to 94% in Scenario 2. In Scenario 5, correcting the airflow rates across the doors further
decreased the model uncertainty to 12% from the uncertainty of 41% in Scenario 4.
However, correcting the airflow characteristic across the automatic doors slightly
improved the model uncertainties when there was no infiltration across the automatic
doors. In Building A, where there was no infiltration across the automatic doors, the
model uncertainties decreased by only 8–10%. It was noted that correcting the airflow
across the automatic doors slightly improved the model uncertainties, whereas the
greatest improvement occurred in the models updated with the measured outdoor air
fraction. The time effort involved in measuring the differential pressure across the
automatic entrance doors in Scenario 2 and Scenario 5 required an additional 5 hours
over the time effort for Scenario 1 and Scenario 4.
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Figure 5.19: Model Uncertainties and Estimated Total Effort in Buildings A and B.
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It was found that the hourly transaction number from the store count provided a
similar calculation result of the airflow coefficient (Ca) as the hourly traffic passage
through automatic entrance doors from the sensor did. The decrease of model uncertainty
from Scenario 2 to Scenario 3 was approximately 5%, and from Scenario 5 to Scenario 6
it was only 2%. The time effort involved in measuring the hourly traffic passage through
the automatic doors found in Scenario 3 and Scenario 6 required seven more hours than
those in Scenario 2 and Scenario 5, in which the hourly transaction number was used
instead.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
Given the present study’s limitations in regard to instrumentation and resources,
simple CO2 sensors were used to investigate the outdoor air fraction. However, in the
present study, calculations based on a mass balance of CO2 concentrations could not
provide highly accurate outdoor air fraction calculations because of the low CO2 sensor
accuracy used in the field measurement and/or because of the short time measurement
period for each rooftop unit. This chapter describes the methods to decrease the
uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction calculation, which include selecting the CO2 sensor
accuracy or other accurate measurement devices. The relationship between sensor
accuracy, response time, and the uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction are discussed. In
addition, recommendations are made regarding the model application for ventilation rate
assessment in multi-zone buildings, and the implications for building energy
consumption and IAQ analysis are also considered.

6.1 Improving Measurement Accuracy
Given the limitations of the present study in regard to measurement instrumentation and
accessibilities, the CO2 sensors were used to calculate the outdoor air fraction; however,
this method could not provide a highly accurate outdoor air fraction measurement. To
calculate outdoor air fraction uncertainty, the study used the sensor’s accuracy of ±50
ppm as the sensor’s uncertainty. The relationship between the outdoor air fraction
uncertainties and the CO2 sensor uncertainties in Buildings A and B is presented in
Figure 6.1, which shows that the uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction was calculated as

approximately ±40% and ±15% for Building A and Building B, respectively. The high
uncertainty of ±40% found in Building A might come from the sensor reading instability
due to the short time measurement period in the rooftop units.
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Figure 6.1: Uncertainties of CO2 Sensors Relative to Outdoor Air Fraction
Uncertainties.
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One way in which it may be possible to reduce the uncertainties is to use more
accurate CO2 sensors in order to improve the CO2 measurement. From the uncertainty
calculation, when the CO2 sensor accuracy was increased to ±10ppm, the new outdoor air
fraction uncertainty for Building A dropped to ±10%, and the uncertainty in Building B
dropped to ±3%. The cost of the least accurate CO2 sensor of ±100 ppm ranged from
$161 to $280 per unit whereas the cost of the most accurate sensor of ±10ppm was
$2,600–$2,700 per unit. At the same sensor accuracy level, the sensors may vary widely
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Figure 6.2: A Relation of CO2 Sensor Response Times (T90) and Sensor Accuracies.
Figure 6.2 presents the relationship between the CO2 sensor response times and
the sensor accuracies. It was found that the sensor response times correlated with the
sensor accuracies. The calculation of the correlation coefficient of these two parameters
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is 0.73, which is considered to be a moderate correlation. The more accurate sensors,
which are considerably more expensive, have a faster response time than the less
expensive cost sensors. The CO2 sensor accuracy of ±50 ppm, which was used in the
field measurements, takes approximately 60 minutes or 1 second for the sensor reading to
reach 90% of the full-scale constant reading. Consequently, to reduce uncertainty from
the sensor reading, given their fast response time, the more accurate sensors are required
when the measurement must be performed over a short time period.
If instrumentation cost is not limited for the field data collection, a direct
measurement method such as airflow measuring station using pitot tube velocity or
thermal anemometer air velocity sensors to measure outdoor airflow rate is
recommended. The accuracy of the airflow measurement station is within ±2% of the
reading with the response time of 100 milliseconds that is considerably faster than the
20–360s of the CO2 sensors. The airflow station device can be connected to the control
system to perform real-time data monitoring. The instrumentation cost for each airflow
station without a control unit ranges from $700 to $1,000.

6.2 Model Application for Multiple Spaces
In the present study, the model calibrations were performed only in the sales area
where the tracer gas was conducted in ASHRAE RP1596. However, the procedure
proposed in the present study can be used to develop the model calibration for more
complicated situations in order to investigate the total ventilation rate of buildings with
multiple spaces. Additional work necessary when applying this model in multi-zone
buildings includes calibrating the zonal SF6 concentration decay and the differential
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pressure across the interior doors. It is necessary to measure both the traffic passage
through frequently used doors and the airflow rates at the ventilation units in each zone in
order to determine the zone pressure, which, in turn, influences the internal airflow and
infiltration rate across the automatic entrance doors.

6.3 Implications for Building Energy Consumption and IAQ Analyses
Ventilation is one of the significant parameters used to estimate building energy
consumption and indoor air quality problems. According to ASHRAE, few studies
provide information about ventilation performance related to energy consumption and
indoor air quality for retail stores, such that the ventilation requirement for this kind of
building is based on field investigations of office buildings. According to existing studies
(Benne et al., 2009; Siegel et al., 2013), the actual operations are lower than the minimum
requirement designated as Standard 62.1. Reducing ventilation rate improves building
energy efficiency, but results in poor indoor air quality. To address this issue, ASHRAE
intends to investigate the ventilation rate in regard to ensuring both energy efficiency and
indoor air quality in retail stores. This proposed calibrated semi-empirical model
including the recommended significant parameters could provide reliable ventilation
performance in retail buildings. In addition to increasing the number of ventilation
studies of retail buildings, the calibrated semi-empirical model can be used to estimate
the impacts of changes in the ventilation rate on building energy consumption and indoor
air quality, especially the impact of unintentional airflows on heating and cooling load
and on the growth of indoor mold growth and the presence of other indoor pollutions
associated with outdoor contaminants. One important implication of this model
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calibration for building energy and indoor air quality analyses is that it is necessary to
obtain a more accurate measurement of the outdoor airflow rate in ventilation units.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The purpose of the present research was to develop an acceptable calibrated semiempirical model to investigate transient ventilation rates in two retail stores using a multizone model (CONTAMW). The proposed calibrated semi-empirical model was used to
investigate (1) transient airflow rates through automatic entrance doors and (2) significant
parameters for the investigation of transient total ventilation rates.
In the present study, the simulation models were calibrated with the available
input parameters to assess the total ventilation rate via using the multi-zone model
(CONTAMW). The calibration procedure comprised six combinations of three input
parameters—the outdoor air fraction, the infiltration through the automatic entrance
doors, and the hourly customer number—with two data collection methods, i.e., design
documents and field measured data. The calibration procedure started with a base case
model, which used input parameters provided from the design document. Then, the
model difficulty increased the time effort, which field technicians expended on
preparation, calibration, installation, data collection, and data analysis, by adding
measured data to the model input. The calculation of the estimated total effort and the
measurement parameters used in the model setting were based on the field investigations
reported in ASHRAE RP 1596. To calculate air infiltration through the automatic
entrance doors, the study assessed infiltration rates by calibrating the simulation of
transient differential pressures across the automatic entrance doors. The model setting in
the infiltration study was then used as a calibration parameter to investigate the total
ventilation rate. For the total ventilation rate assessment, the simulations of the SF6 decay

rate were calibrated with the measured data. This calibration procedure was applied to
two retail stores to ensure that the procedure could be used in other buildings with
different building’s operation schedules. The model calibrations used the Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) to evaluate model quality.
The major finding shows that the outdoor air fraction was a major contributor to
the total ventilation rate in the retail stores. Even when the measured outdoor air fraction
was updated in the model, the simulation results still had a high error rate, i.e., 41–53%,
due to the high uncertainty of the CO2 sensors accuracy, ±50ppm, used in the field
measurements. According to the uncertainty calculation based on the mass balance of
CO2 concentrations, the uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction was 15% for Building B
and 40% for Building A. However, more accurate CO2 sensors significantly improved the
uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction. A sensor accuracy of ±10ppm can reduce
uncertainty to 3–10%; however, the cost of such a sensor could be a cause for concern. A
detailed summary of and conclusions pertaining to the field investigations including the
outdoor air fraction, the supply airflow rate, the differential pressure across automatic
entrance doors, the transaction number, and the tracer gas measurement are presented in
this chapter. In the final section, the recommendation is made that including the
significant input parameters as well as ensuring that the sensor is sufficiently accurate
and that other accurate measurement devices are appropriate would improve the quality
of the simulation model.
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7.1 Field Measurements
In the present study, only two retail stores with a complete set of measured data
including the outdoor air fraction, the supply air flow rate, the differential pressure across
automatic entrance doors, the transaction number, and the SF6 concentration decay, were
selected to develop a model calibration designed to investigate air infiltration rates and
significant parameters for ventilation rate assessment using a multi-zone model
(CONTAMW).
In the field investigations of a typical big-box retail store with 2–23 package
rooftop units, the most challenge task was accessibilities and instrumentation of airflow
rate measurement in the rooftop units. Given the study’s limitations in this regard, the
mass balance of the CO2 concentrations was used to calculate the outdoor air fraction,
and it was found that this method could not provide a highly accurate outdoor air fraction
measurement. The outdoor air fraction of 28% calculated for Building A and 32%
calculated for Building B was greater than the design value of 10% of the supply airflow
rate. The outdoor air fraction uncertainty was calculated as 40% for Building A and 15%
for Building B. To reduce the uncertainties in the outdoor air fraction calculation,
accurate CO2 sensors were required. It was found that the outdoor air fraction uncertainty
can be reduced to 3–10% when either the CO2 sensor accuracy is increased to ±10 ppm,
as shown in Figure 6.1, or when another accurate measurement method such as an airflow
measuring station device is used.
The actual operation of the supply airflow rate measured in Building A was
44,389 cfm (20,949 L/s), and for Building B it was 7,219 cfm (3,407L/s) The measured
data from the TrueFlow measurement were quite accurate, as the uncertainty calculation
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of the measured supply airflow rates was in the range of ±7%. In addition to the outdoor
air investigation in the rooftop units, measuring the supply airflow rate requires a
significant investment of both time and labor resources. In Building A, which has 23
rooftop units, the time effort for the supply airflow measurement was approximately 15
hours, which is not practical for field measurements. The measurement time and labor
resources could be reduced if the field technicians were to use real-time monitoring of
each rooftop unit from the ventilation control system.
The differential pressure across the automatic entrance doors was measure using
an OMEGA pressure sensor. It was found that three major contributors to the differentail
pressure across the automatic entrance doors were (1) the diffuser airflow rate, (2) the
local wind direction, and, (3) the frequency of the automatic door usage. The distribution
of the airflow rates at the diffusers and local wind direction directly affected the
amplitude and direction of the differential pressure across the automatic doors whereas
the traffic passage through automatic doors increased the frequency fluctuations of
differential pressures across the doors. The differential pressure measured during store
operation hours ranged from 0.3 to 4.5 Pa, which was lower than the differential pressure
of 10 to 14 Pa measured when the stores were closed.
The measurement for the customer number was collected using two methods: (1)
the number of customers at the check-out counters as provided by a store manager and
(2) the thermal image people counter installed above the exit door. It was found that the
hourly transaction number at the check-out counter had the same fluctuation as the hourly
traffic passage through automatic entrance doors recorded by the sensor counter.
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However, the average traffic passage through automatic entrance doors was 1.3 times
greater than the rates observed by the store counter.
In the present study, the SF6 tracer gas measurement was performed at eighteen
locations in Building A and sixteen locations in Building B. It was found that the
modified method could be effectively applied to assess the total ventilation rate in these
building case studies as the buildings were operated at a constant airflow rate and the
space conditions were well mixing. Building A had an air exchange rate of 0.56 h-1 with
uncertainty of ±0.28 h-1 and a linear regression (R2) of 0.85. Building B had an air
exchange rate in of 0.93 h-1 with uncertainty of ±0.32 h-1 and a linear regression (R2) of
0.99.
7.2 Improvement of Simulation Model Quality
According to existing studies (Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello, 2007; Sae Kow,
2010; Synder, 2011), the calibration procedure used in institutional buildings focuses on
correcting the direction of the internal airflow and calibrating the concentration of tracer
gas in multiple zones. The adjusted parameters include the zonal diffuser airflow rate
(Musser et al., 2001; Firrantello et al., 2007b; Sae Kow, 2010; Synder, 2011), the leakage
area (Townsend et al., 2009), and the local terrain (Firrantello et al., 2007b; Sae Kow,
2010). It was found that correcting the diffuser airflow rates resulted in the most
significant improvement to the model accuracy and that local terrain affected model
accuracy only for buildings with a leaky envelope and for those operated under natural
ventilation. From their studies, the outdoor airflow rate is not proposed as a significant
parameter as the measured outdoor airflow rate used in the model input was assumed to
be accurate. However, Sae Kow (2010) noted that the calibration results still had errors
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that probably arose from the uncertainties of the outdoor air fraction measurement taken
using temperature sensors.
The purpose of the present study was to develop a calibrated semi-empirical
model based on a multi-zone model (CONTAMW) to investigate the transient ventilation
rates in retail buildings. This calibrated semi-empirical model was used to investigate
significant parameters that would greatly improve the simulation results in regard to the
uncertainties associated with them. The major finding from the present study is that the
uncertainty in the simulation model can be decreased by using these three parameters:
1) Significant parameters for the model setting
According to the present study, the outdoor air fraction is a major contributor to
the total ventilation rate in the retail buildings. The calibration results show that after the
measured outdoor air fraction was updated in the model, the model uncertainties
decreased to one-third of the uncertainties of the base case model. The estimated total
effort for the field data collection required for the calibration steps was only 3–11 hours
depending on the number of measurements performed on the rooftop units. The
measurement of the outdoor airflow rates is an important task in determining the
ventilation rate of retail buildings. As retail buildings have a greater number of
ventilation units than other commercial buildings have, it is probable that the uncertainty
of the measurement in the ventilation units of the retail buildings is larger than those in
other commercial buildings. Similar to what happens in other commercial buildings, in
retail buildings, a correction to the zonal airflow, especially the airflow characteristics
across frequently used doors, improves the model quality. In the present study, the
correction of the air infiltration through the automatic doors further decreased the
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uncertainties to half of those in the models with an updated measured outdoor air
fraction. This correction of the airflow rate across the doors improved the model
uncertainties in Building B where infiltration was found at the automatic doors whereas it
barely decreases the uncertainties in Building A where exfiltration was found at the
doors. The simulation of infiltration rates through the automatic entrance doors based on
the published leakage database was considerably lower than the actual rates across the
frequently used automatic doors.
2) High sensor accuracy
Even when the measured outdoor air fraction was used in the model, the
simulation results still had a high percentage of errors, i.e., 41–53%, due to the low
uncertainty of CO2 sensor accuracy of ±50ppm used in the field measurement. To obtain
a more accurate outdoor air fraction calculation, more accurate CO2 sensors are necessary
for performing the field measurements. A sensor accuracy of ±10ppm can reduce the
uncertainties of the outdoor air fraction to 3–10%; however, cost of such a sensor could
be a cause for concern.
3) More accurate measurement method
The uncertainty of the simulation results can be decreased by using a more
accurate measurement method such as an airflow measuring station connected to the
control system. This device is more accurate and has a faster response time than CO2
sensors do.
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7.3 Major Research Contributions
According to the present study, it is not advisable to use input data from
mechanical drawing in research where it is important for the models to be very accurate.
Based on the simulation results presented herein, the model qualities worsened
considerably when data from mechanical drawing was used. Further, the use of measured
data in the calibration model significantly improved the accuracy of the calibrated model
even though some of the data were of poor quality.
For the model calibration procedure, a significant improvement occurred when
the models used measured outdoor airflow from mechanical ventilation:


From the simulation results, the model uncertainty decreased to one-third
of the uncertainty (150–160%) of the base case models, i.e., the models
based on mechanical drawing.



The calibrations of the airflow through the automatic entrance doors
improved the model quality by 30–50% when air infiltration was found at
the automatic entrance doors.

To improve the quality of the outdoor airflow measurement, a highly accurate
CO2 sensor (low uncertainty) is required. Very accurate CO2 sensors with a fast response
time significantly improved the uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction over a shorter
measurement period than achieved using a less accurate sensor.


For the measurement of the outdoor airflow in each rooftop every 3–5
minutes, CO2 sensors with an accuracy level of ±50 ppm and a response
time of 50 seconds could not provide a highly accurate outdoor air fraction
(uncertainty of 15–35%). The CO2 sensor with an accuracy level of
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±15ppm and a response time of 20 seconds, however, did reduce the
uncertainty of the outdoor air fraction to 5–15%.
The automatic entrance doors are a major path of air infiltration in retail
buildings. The airflow rate through the automatic entrance doors is especially sensitive to
internal pressure due to the low pressure resistance of these doors.


The airflow through the automatic entrance doors was approximately 75–
80% of the total air infiltration rate.



Even when building B was pressurized, air infiltration was found at the
automatic entrance doors at the windward side as the internal pressure due
to the mechanical airflow was lower than the external pressure forced by
local wind.

The most challenging aspects of assessing the ventilation rate in retail buildings is
that of monitoring the airflow in the ventilation units and the time effort spent on the
calibrated model depending on the number of airflow measurements taken in the rooftop
units.
About an application for building design and operation, installing a door vestibule
and maintaining higher internal air pressure than the external pressure can reduce the air
infiltration through automatic entrance doors located on the windward side.
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Chapter 8
Recommendations for Future Work
The semi-empirical models were calibrated using measured data from two retail
stores. A calibration of differential pressures using the modified airflow element relating
to the number of hourly transactions has potential in regard to determining reliable air
infiltration across automatic entrance doors. In terms of calibrating the total ventilation
rate, the model qualities improved when several measured data were added to the model.
However, even after the measured data had been added in an effort to improve the quality
of the model, the simulation results still had high errors pertaining to sensor accuracy, the
measurement time period, and some accessibility limitations in regard to obtaining the
field measurements. To improve the model quality, important directions for future work
are provided as follows:
1) Establish an accurate measurement method for monitoring the outdoor air
fraction in rooftop units: It was found that the accuracy of the measured data,
especially in regard to the CO2 concentration, made a significant contribution
to the quality of the model. The calculation of the outdoor air fraction using
the simple CO2 mass balance concentration was not accurate enough to use in
calculating the outdoor air fraction. To reduce the errors from instrumentation,
an alternative method using CO2 gas chromatography analysis or high CO2
sensor accuracy could provide a more accurate reading of CO2 concentrations.
Another measurement device with a fast response time, such as an airflow

measuring station, would provide a more accurate measured airflow rate than
a CO2 sensor can.
2) Develop an accurate and quick measurement technique to monitor the
operation of ventilation units: This proposed semi-empirical model might not
work for large buildings, which have many rooftop units, as the total
estimated effort necessary to monitor all the rooftop units may be greater than
the time spent on a tracer gas measurement. However, a quick and accurate
method, for example, a record from a ventilation control system might reduce
the model uncertainties and also decrease the measurement time and the need
for other resources.
3) Monitor the exhaust fans: In addition to rooftop units, many retail stores have
exhaust fans for local ventilation in specific areas such as kitchens,
workshops, and restrooms. During the test period, the status of each exhaust
fan should be monitored as the operation of an exhaust fan has an impact on
the zone pressure differences, which directly influence the airflow
characteristics across the automatic entrance doors.
4) Develop a complex model: In the present study, the model calibration was
performed only in the retail sales area, as the tracer gas concentration
conducted in ASHRAE RP1596 was available only for this area. In the future,
when the tracer gas measurement is available for all zones, the calibration
procedure should be developed into a complex model. Airflow and differential
pressure between zones should be considered in the model calibration.
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5) Monitor ventilation units in real-time: In the present study, the model
calibration was performed in buildings in which the ventilation system was
operated under constant air volume. This proposed calibration may not be
practical for buildings operating under transient airflow rates. To deal with
this problem, future work should monitor the outdoor air fraction and diffuser
airflows in the ventilation units in real-time.
Investigate the effect of room volume on the accuracy of tracer gas concentration decay:
Considering the relationship between room volume and the accuracy of tracer gas
concentration decay would be an important direction for future research. In the model
setting, total retail sales volume was considered in the present research whereas the
volume of furniture and product shelves was not subtracted from the room volume. If the
actual retail sales volume after the volume of furniture and product shelves has been
subtracted is considered instead, then the simulation of the tracer gas concentration
should decrease faster than the simulation of the SF6 decay rate described in the present
study.
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APPENDIX A
CO2 Sensors
Manufacturer/Supplier
Extech

±3% of reading or ±50ppm

600 sec (90%)

$800

TSI

±3% of reading or ±50 ppm

20 sec (63%)

$2,000

TSI

±3% of reading or ±50 ppm

20 sec (63%)

$650

Vaisala

±1.5% of range +2% of reading

30 sec (63%)

$2,100

Extech

± 5% of reading or ±50ppm

120 sec (63%)

$400

Bacharach®

±2% over range

N/A

$2,600

GE (Telaire)
Davis

±5% of reading or ±50 ppm
±3% of reading or ±50ppm
±3% of reading or ±75ppm
±3% of reading or ±50ppm,
whichever is greater

60 sec (90%)
40 sec (63%)
60 sec (90%)

$550
$610
$660

45 sec (90%)

$1,880

±2% of reading ±1% range

20 sec (90%)

$2,700

±50 ppm CO2 ±2% of mv)
±100 ppm ±3% of reading
±50 ppm value at 20°C (68°F)
±5% of reading or ±75 ppm
±75 ppm or 3% of reading
(15°C to 32°C (59°F to 90°F))
±100 ppm at 75C (wall mount)
±5% of reading or ±75 ppm,
whichever is greater

120 sec (90%)
120 sec (63%)
60 sec (90%)
60 sec (63%)

$800
$161
$550
$195

Model
Indoor Air Quality Meter/Datalogger
Model EA80
Q-TRAK™ Indoor Air Quality Monitor
Model 7575
TSI™ IAQ-Calc™ CO2 meter
Vaisala GM70 Hand-Held Carbon
Dioxide Meter
Model CO250
IEQ Chek Indoor Air Quality Monitor
for Incubators, with CO2 sensor,
sampling pump, remote probe
Dual-Position CO2/Temperature Meter
Indoor Air Quality Meter WO-81973-25
TPI 1008 Indoor Air Quality IAQ Meter
Kanomax 2211 Indoor Air Quality
Monitor
Viasensor G150-02N IAQ Indoor Air
Quality Meter CO2 with RH/T probe
Testo 535 Ambient CO2 Analyzer
Ventostat 8001
7001
Airsense M307

120 sec (90%)

$402-$500

CDDIA2000

60 sec (63%)

$280

5001

60 sec (63%)

$231

I-310e

Testo
Telaire
Telaire
Digital Control System, Inc.
Greystone Energy Systems, Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Intec Controls

Accuracy Range

Response Time
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APPENDIX B
Types of Ventilation Systems and Models
Numbers and Models of Ventilation Units for Large Building
RTU (#)

Manufacturer

Model

Serving area

Designed capacity
(ton)

Designed flow rate
(cfm)

Designed outdoor airflow
(cfm)

RTU 01

AAON

22999

Sale

6

1800

180

RTU 02

AAON

17049

Office

4

1687

169

RTU 03

AAON

17074

Service

3

800

80

RTU 04

AAON

17074

Office

3

800

80

RTU 05

AAON

17049

Toilet

4

1600

160

RTU 06

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 07

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 08

AAON

23078

Sale

15

3000

300

RTU 09

AAON

14796

Sale

10

3900

390

RTU 10

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 11

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 12

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 13

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 14

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3900

390

RTU 15

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 16

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 17

AAON

14837

Sale

10

3000

300

RTU 18

AAON

17753

Storage

10

3900

390

RTU 19

AAON

15535

Storage

10

3000

300

RTU 20

AAON

17074

Sale

2

800

80

RTU 21

AAON

17074

Sale

3

1200

120

RTU 22

AAON

17074

Sale

3

1200

120
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RTU (#)

Manufacturer

Model

Serving area

Designed capacity
(ton)

Designed flow rate
(cfm)

Designed outdoor airflow
(cfm)

RTU 23

AAON

28186

Entrance

10

3000

300

Numbers and Models of Ventilation Units for Small Buildings
RTU (#)

Manufacturer

Model

Serving Area

Designed Capacity
(ton)

Designed flow rate
(cfm)

Designed outdoor airflow
(cfm)

RTU01

Carrier

48HJD012-571-U

Service

12

4800

480

RTU02

Carrier

48AWD036-E-511AC

Sale

35

14000

1400
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Ambient Temperature (F)
0

Temperature (C)

30

25

20

15

10

5

Temperature (C)

110
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Relative Humidity (%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Relative Humidity (%)

0:00:00
1:00:00
2:00:00
3:00:00
4:00:00
5:00:00
6:00:00
7:00:00
8:00:00
9:00:00
10:00:00
11:00:00
12:00:00
13:00:00
14:00:00
15:00:00
16:00:00
17:00:00
18:00:00
19:00:00
20:00:00
21:00:00
22:00:00
23:00:00
0:00:00

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0:00:00
1:00:00
2:00:00
3:00:00
4:00:00
5:00:00
6:00:00
7:00:00
8:00:00
9:00:00
10:00:00
11:00:00
12:00:00
13:00:00
14:00:00
15:00:00
16:00:00
17:00:00
18:00:00
19:00:00
20:00:00
21:00:00
22:00:00
23:00:00
0:00:00

Ambient Temperature (C)

APPENDIX C

Local Weather Data

Time
Relative Humidity (%)

Ambient Temperatures and Relative Humidity for Building A TMY3-State College,
PA (4/10/12)

Time

Relative Humidity (%)

Ambient Temperatures and Relative Humidity for Building B TMY3-Austin, Texas
(8/3/12)

330

340

35010

0

10

20

30

8

320
310

40

60

4

290

2

80

280

270

Building
A
0

90

270

100

260

250

110

200

190

180

170

160

30
40
50
60

2

70
1

80
90

Building
B
0

100
110

240

130
140
210

20

250

120

230
220

10

290

280

260

0

3

300

70

240

350 4

320
310

50

6

300

330

340

120

230
220

150

130
140
210

State College, Pennsylvania (9:00–21:00, 4/10/12)

200

190

180

170

160

150

Texas, Austin (7:00–22:00, 8/3/12)

Local Wind Velocities and Direction
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APPENDIX D
Measurement Results
Average Measured CO2 Concentrations at Different Locations for Building A.
CO2 Concentration (ppm)

550
500
450
400
350
300
1

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22
RTU Number

Ambient

Indoor

RTU

CO2 Concentration (ppm)

Average Measured CO2 Concentrations at Different Locations for Building B.
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
1

2
RTU Number

Ambient

Indoor
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RTU

Differential Pressure (Pa)

Differential Pressures across Automatic Entrance Doors for Building A (4/10/12).
20
15
10
5
0
-5
0:00:00 3:25:00 5:55:00 8:25:0010:55:0013:25:0015:55:0018:25:0020:55:00
Time

Differential Pressure (Pa)

Differential Pressures across Automatic Entrance Doors for Building B (8/3/12).
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
0:00:00

4:48:00

9:36:00

14:24:00
Time
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19:12:00

0:00:00

Measurement Results of Airflow Rates and Static Pressure in Rooftop Units
Using TrueFlow Metering Plate for Building A.
RTU#

TFOP
(Pa)

Flow before correction
(cfm)

TFSOP
(Pa)

NSOP
(Pa)

Correction
factor

Flow after correction
(cfm)
14''–1

14''–2

Total

1.0

797

749

1,546

67

1.2

867

820

1,687

22

27

1.1

414

476

890

30

34

1.1

403

445

848

516

70

72

1.0

512

524

1,035

1,601

1,341

74

103

1.2

1,890

1,583

3,473

169

1,508

1,497

82

100

1.1

1,662

1,650

3,312

134

151

1,333

1,414

122

184

1.2

1,638

1,650

3,376

RTU09

173

170

1,512

1,499

79

102

1.1

1,718

1,703

3,412

RTU10

161

157

1,459

1,443

53

75

1.2

1,736

1,717

3,452

RTU11

175

161

1,521

1,457

76

105

1.2

1,788

1,713

3,500

RTU12

158

145

1445

1,384

111

174

1.3

1,809

1,734

3,543

RTU13*

189

137

1,508

1,343

76

105

1.2

1,810

1,612

3,421

RTU14*

189

137

1,508

1,343

76

105

1.2

1,810

1,612

3,421

RTU15

146

144

1,390

1,378

95

129

1.2

1,622

1,609

3,230

RTU16*

189

137

1,508

1,343

76

105

1.2

1,810

1,612

3,421

RTU17

124

112

1,280

1,217

82

100

1.1

1,410

1,342

2,752

RTU18

235

177

1,763

1,530

93.4

135

1.2

2,122

1,842

3,964

RTU19*

189

137

1,508

1,343

76

105

1.2

1,810

1,612

3,421

RTU20

11

6

377

278

28

37

1.2

435

321

757

RTU21

13

12

410

393

13

17

1.1

466

447

913

RTU22

10

7

401

309

21

29

1.2

481

371

852

RTU23

153

152

1,422

1,419

81

130

1.3

1,806

1,802

3,608

14''–1

14''–2

14''–1

14''–2

RTU01

44

39

761

715

132

145

RTU02

42

37

743

703

49

RTU03

10

14

369

425

RTU04

11

13

379

419

RTU05

19

20

504

RTU06

194

136

RTU07

172

RTU08
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Measurement Results of Airflow Rates and Static Pressure in Rooftop Units Using TrueFlow Metering Plate for Building B.
RTU#

TFOP
(Pa)

Flow before correction
(cfm)

TFSOP
(Pa)

NSOP
(Pa)

Correction
factor

14''–
1

14''–2

20''–1

20''–2

14''–1

14''–2

20''–1

20''–2

RTU01

271

262

246

270

1,895

1,890

2,417

2,530

695

475

RTU02

56

54

49

44

860

846

1,078

1,022

122

118

Flow after correction
(cfm)
14''–1

14''–2

20''–1

20''–2

Total

0.8

1,566

1,562

1,998

2,092

7,219

1.0

846

832

1,060

1,005

3,743

Estimated Effort of Each Measurement Based on Observations in ASHRAE RP1596.

Parameter

Airflow rates

Trueflow metering plate

Calibration

–

Outdoor CO2
CO2

RTU CO2

40–50 min

Training

Installation

Measurement/Practice

Workout Time

Total Effort

(min)

(min/unit)

(min/unit)

(min/unit)

30–45

10–15

10

75

10

5

–

15

5

20

90

6

5 days

6

(min)
735 (Building A)
140 (Building B)
15
640 (Building A)
180 (Building B)
30

10–15

Indoor CO2

Tracer gas

Preparation

–

–

–

420

420

420

Injection and sampling

–

20–30

30

4–5 hrs

360

360

1–2hrs

20–30

30–50

9–11 hrs/180 points

800

800

–

40–50

–

1–2 hrs

170

170

20–30

0.5–1.5 hrs

5 days

135

135

20–30

1 hr

5 days

170

170

1hrs

2 hrs

5 days

420

420

Automatic tracer gas
analysis
Data analysis

Differential
pressure

Door (Omega)

Transaction
number

Traffic at automatic
entrance doors

RTU (Honeywell)

2–3 hrs
4 hrs
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